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WE’RE THINKING OF YOU
Thank you for purchasing an Electrolux appliance. You’ve chosen a product that brings
with it decades of professional experience and innovation. Ingenious and stylish, it has
been designed with you in mind. So whenever you use it, you can be safe in the
knowledge that you’ll get great results every time. Welcome to Electrolux.
Visit our website to:
Get usage advice, brochures, trouble shooter, service information, buy accessories
& spare parts, online product registration : www.electrolux.com

CUSTOMER CARE AND SERVICE
We recommend the use of original spare parts.When contacting Service, ensure that
you have the following data available. The information can be found on the rating plate.
Model, PNC, Serial Number.
Warning / Caution-Safety information.
General information and tips
Environmental information.

Subject to change without notice.
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SAFETY INFORMATION
1.1 Conditions Of Use
This appliance is intended to be used in household and
similar applications such as:
● staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working
environtment;
● farm houses;
● by clients in hotels, motels, and other residential type
environments;
● bed and breakfast type environtments;
● areas for communal use in blocks of flats or in
launderettes.
WARNING! The appliance must not be supplied
through an external switching device, such as timer,
or connected to a circuit that is regularly switched on
and off by utility.
In the interest of your safety and to ensure the correct
use, before installing and first using the appliance, read
this user manual carefully, including its hints and
warnings.
To avoid unnecessary mistakes and accidents, it is
important to ensure that all people using the appliance
are thoroughly familiar with its operation and safety
features.
Save these instructions and make sure that they remain
with the appliance if it is moved or sold, so that everyone
using it through its life will be properly informed on
appliance use and safety.

1.2 Child Safety
●

This washing machine is not intended for use by
young children or infirm persons without supervision.
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●

Young children should be supervised to ensure that
they do not play with the appliance.

●

The packaging components (e.g. plastic film,
polystyrene) can be dangerous to children - danger of
suffocation! Keep them out of children’s reach.
Keep all detergents in a safe place out of children’s
reach.

●

●
●

Make sure that children or pets do not climb into the
drum.
This machine is provided with child safety lock option
( ) to prevent children playing with the control
panel. (see page 13)

1.3 General Safety
● It is dangerous to alter the specifica-

tions or attempt to modify this product
in any way.

● During high temperature wash

program the door glass may get hot.
Do not touch it!

● Make sure that small pets do not

climb into the drum. To avoid this,
please check inside the drum before
using the appliance.

● Any objects such as coins, safety

pins, nails, screws, stones or any
other hard, sharp material can cause
extensive damage and must not be
placed into the machine.

● Wash small items such as socks,

laces, washable belts etc in a
washing bag or pillow case as it is
possible for such items to slip down
between the tub and the inner drum.

● Only use manufacturer’s

recommended quantities of fabric
softener and detergent. Damage to
the fabric or appliance can occur if
you exceed the recommended
amount.

● Do not use your washing machine to
wash articles with whalebones,
material without hems or torn
material.

● Always unplug the appliance and turn
off the water supply after use, clean
and maintenance.

● This appliance is not intended for use

by persons (including children) with
reduced physical, sensory or mental
capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been
given supervision or instruction
concerning use of the appliance by a
person responsible for their safety.

● Under no circumstances should you

attempt to repair the machine
yourself. Repairs carried out by
inexperienced persons may cause
injury or serious malfunctioning.
Contact your local Service Centre.
Always insist on genuine spare parts.
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1.4 Installation

1.5 Use

● This appliance is heavy. Care should

●

This appliance is designed for
domestic use. It must not be used for
purposes other than those for which
it was designed.

●

Only wash fabrics which are
designed to be machine washed.
Follow the instructions on each
garment label.

●

Do not overload the appliance. See
the relevant section in the user
manual.

●

Before washing, ensure that all
pockets are empty and buttons and
zips are fastened. Avoid washing
frayed or torn articles and treat stains
such as paint, ink, rust, and grass
before washing.

●

Garments which have been in
contact with volatile petroleum
products should not be machine
washed. If volatile cleaning fluids are
used, care should be taken to ensure
that the fluid is removed from the
garment before placing in the
machine.

●

Never pull the power supply cable to
remove the plug from the socket;
always take hold of the plug itself.

●

Never use the washing machine if
the power supply cable, the control
panel, the working surface or the
base are damaged so that the inside
of the washing machine is accessible.

be taken when moving it.

● When unpacking the appliance, check
that it is not damaged. If in doubt, do
not use it and contact the Service
Centre.

● All packing and transit bolts must be

removed before use. Serious damage
can occur to the product and to
property if this is not adhered to. See
relevant section in the user manual.

● After having installed the appliance,

check that it is not standing on the
inlet and drain hose and the worktop
is not pressing the electrical supply
cable.

● If the appliance is installed on a

carpeted floor, please adjust the feet
in order to allow air to circulate freely.

● Always be sure, that there is no water
leakage from hoses and their
connections after the installation.

● Any plumbing work required to install
this appliance should be carried out
by a qualified plumber.

● Any electrical work required to install
this appliance should be carried out
by a qualified electrician.
May cause electric shock! if the
machine is not connected to an
earthed/ground system. DO NOT
touch the wet clothes and metal
parts.
For safety reasons do not use
double adaptors, extension cords
and multi-plug adapters.
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2. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
2.1 Parts

2

1

3

4

1
2
3
4

Detergent/Softener Dispenser
Worktop
Control Panel
Door

5 Emergency

Door Opening

6 Front Feet

(Level Adjustment)

5
6
10
11

7

12

8

7
8
9
10
11

Water Drain Hose
Water Inlet Hose
Rear Feet (Fixed)
Mains Cable
Transit Bolts

12 Transit Bolts, Hose Support

CAUTION !

9

All transit bolts (3 pcs) must
be removed before using the
appliance.

2.2 Accessories
1 Plastic Caps
1
2

To close the holes on the rear side of
the cabinet after the removal of the
transit bolts.

2 Plastic Hose Guide

To connect the drain hose on the edge
of a sink.
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3. CONTROL PANEL
3.1 Control Panel Description
Cottons
Mixed
Quick 15
Daily 60
Delicates
Wool
Bedding
Energy Saver
On/Off

Program

90º

1200

Vapour

60º

1000

Quick

40º

800

Soak

30º

No Spin

Rinse & Spin

Cold

Rinse
& Hold

Drain & Spin

Spin

Temp
Lock

1

2

3

4

10
Delay End

11

Start/Pause

Option

Pause to add clothes

Extra Rinse

5

6

7

8

9

*** Maximum spin speed depended on model.
1 On/Off Button
2 Program Touchpad
3 Temp Touchpad
4 Child Lock Option
5 Spin Touchpad
6 Extra Rinse Option
7 Option Touchpad
8 Start/Pause Touchpad
9 Delay End Touchpad
10 LED Digital Number, will tell you:
- Washing Cycle Time, Delay End Time
- The alarm codes. Refer to the chapter “Troubleshooting” for their description.
11 LED Icon
Pause to add clothes status icon
Door Lock status icon
Extra Rinse status icon
Delay End status icon

Woolmark Apparel Care
The wool wash cycle of this machine has been approved by The Woolmark
Company for the washing of machine washable wool products provided that
the products are washed according to the instructions on the garment label
and those issued by the manufacturer of this washing machine.
M1757.
The Woolmark symbol is a Certification mark in many countries.
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3.2 Program Description
Program
On/Off (

)

Temperature
can be
selected

Type of load and soil level

-

To reset program/switching off the machine.

Cottons

Cold, 30, 40, 60 ,90°C White and coloured cotton.

Mixed

Cold, 30, 40, 60°C

Synthetic or mixed fabric items.

Quick 15

30°C

Synthetic and mixed fabric items. Light soil and
items to freshen up.

Daily 60

30, 40, 60°C

Coloured cotton e.g. shirts, blouses, towels and
undergarments with normal level of soil.

Delicates

Cold, 30, 40°C

Delicate fabrics such as acrylics, viscose,
polyester items.

Wool

Cold, 30, 40°C

Specially tested program for woollen garments
bearing the “Pure new woollen, non-shrink,
machine washable” label.

Bedding

Cold, 30, 40°C

Special program for one synthetic blanket,
duvet, bedspread and so on.

Energy Saver

40°C, 60°C

White and colourfast, cotton with normal soil. Set
this program to have a good washing results and
decrease the energy consumption. The time of
the washing program is extended.

3.3 Maximum Load
Program

Maximum Load (kg)

Cottons

8.0 kg

Mixed

4.0 kg

Quick 15

1.5 kg

Daily 60

4.0 kg
4.0 kg

Delicates
Wool
Bedding
Energy Saver 1)

1.5 kg
3.0 kg
8.0 kg

1) Energy Saver program with 60 °C option selected is recommended for a full load of
normally soiled cottons, and is the Energy rating label program.
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3.4 Program Options Compatibility
Program

Option
Vapour

1)

Quick Soak Rinse & Drain & Delay End
Spin
Spin

Cottons
Mixed
Quick 15
Daily 60










Delicates
Wool
Bedding
Energy Saver










































Extra
Rinse








1) Vapour option can be combined with temperature 40°C to 90°C only.

3.5 Options

Temperature Touchpad
Press this touchpad repeatedly to
increase or decrease the wash temperature if you want your laundry to be
washed at a temperature different from
the one proposed by the washing
machine.

Spin Selection Touchpad
Press this touchpad repeatedly to
increase or decrease the spin speed or
select Rinse Hold, if you want your
laundry to be spun at a speed different
from the one proposed by the washing
machine.
Maximum speeds are:
Cottons
Mixed
Daily 60
Delicates
Energy Saver

Max. Spin
(maximum spin speed
of your washing
machine, eg. 1200rpm)

Wool

1000 rpm

Quick 15
Bedding

800 rpm

- No Spin
No spin option eliminates all the spin
phases and increase the number of
rinses.
- Rinse & Hold
By selecting this option, the water of
the last rinse is not emptied out and
the drum turns regularly to prevent the
laundry creases.
The door is still locked to indicate that
the water must be emptied out.
The door stays locked with the
water in the drum. To continue
the cycle, you must press
(Start/Pause).
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Vapour

Touchpad

Select this option to add approximately
30 minutes of tumbling in vapour during
the wash cycle. Vapour helps open fabric
fibers up to allow laundry additives to
release tough stains. The indicator of this
option will be on.
NOTE:
● Vapour may not necessarily be visible
inside the drum during a vapour wash
cycle. Vapour is created below the
drum and allowed to naturally rise into
the clothes.

Soak
This option allows you to soak heavily
soiled clothes and stained items at the
beginning of the wash before main
washing phase.
This option will increase the duration of the
program selected for about 50 minutes.
And uses more water from normal wash.
The process is as follows.
1. fill water and turn the washing
drum (this takes about 20 minutes)

● Vapour may not be present during the
entire vapour wash cycle.
● Vapour function is more effective with
half load.
● At the end of the Vapour cycle, the
clothes will be warmer, softer and
detached from the drum.
If Vapour option is selected, rinse
temperatures will be elevated.
During a vapour cycle, you may
notice vapour exiting from the drain
hose of the washing machine, this
is normal and there is no cause for
alarm.

After press Start/Pause touchpad, the
machine will start add water to the
washing drum, which will start to rotate
slowly to dissolve detergent and evenly
distribute cloths.
2. soak (this takes about 30 minutes.)
The machine will enter
the process of soaking,
The washing drum will
stop and rotate once in
a while in order to
redistribute cloths.

Quick
With this option you can decrease the
program duration. Use this option for
items with light soil or items to refresh.
This option will reduce the working
time and the number of rinses.
If you need to add more rinse
phases, press “Spin” + “Option” at
the same time to add “Extra Rinse
” option.

3. Once the soak process complete, the
machine will check the water level
again and will start the selected
program and continue by using the
same soak water.
NOTE
If you Do not wish to use the soak water to
wash cloth, please follow the steps below:
1. Press Start/Pause to pause the
washing machine. Then press On/Off to
turn off the machine.
2. Press On/Off again to start the
machine, add detergent, and select the
program of your choice. Press
Start/Pause again to start the selected
program.
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Rinse & Spin

The machine will detect and drain the
water in the washing drum out
automatically and fill in water once
again to be used for washing.

With this option you can perform only a
last rinse of a selected washing program.
- If you set also the “Extra Rinse” option
(
) the appliance adds two rinses.

NOTE

- If you set also the “No Spin” option,
the appliance only rinse.

Any temperature may be selected,
but “Cold” water is recommended
with this cycle as hotter water may
set some stains.

Drain & Spin

Use the amount of detergent
recommended for a normal wash
cycle. If desired, use a bleach or a
soaking agent safe for the fabric,
by pouring it into the detergent
compartment.

Delay End Touchpad (

Use this option for very wet clothes to
-remove the water and spin.
If you set also the “No Spin” option, the
appliance only drains.

)

Before you start the program, this option makes it possible to define the end of the
washing program from minimum of 1 hour to maximum of 20 hours.
eg. if program duration is longer than 3 hours, minimum Delay End option starts
from 4 hours.
Press the Delay End touchpad to choose the end time as you wish. The display shows
the number of hours and the indicator beside the touchpad is on.
This option must be selected after choosing the wash program, and before
pressing the “Start/Pause” touchpad.
For example, if the program duration of your selected program is 3.20 hours and you
define the “Delay End” time to 6 hours. This means your wash program will finish in 6
hours. (See diagram)

Countdown

Pressed
Start/Pause

Start the
Program

Program
Cycle

End of Cycle

“Delay End” Time : 6 hrs.

After selecting Delay End time, press Start/Pause touchpad to start the program. Machine
will then countdown and update time on the display every hours until it reaches the
starting point of the wash cycle.
If you wish to modify or cancel Delay End option after starting the program, follow the
steps below:
- set the washing machine to PAUSE by pressing “Start/Pause” touchpad;
- deselect this option by pressing “Delay End” touchpad repeatedly till the display shows
delay time “ ”;
- press the “Start/Pause” to start the program.
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3.6 Setting

Extra Rinse Option (

)

This option is recommended for people
who are allergic to detergents, and in
areas where the water is very soft. Use
this option to add two rinse phases to a
program.
● To activate this option, press “Spin”
and “Option” touchpads at the same
time until the “Extra Rinse” (
) LED
turn on.
● To deactivate this option, press “Spin”
and “Option” touchpads at the same
time until the “Extra Rinse” (
) LED
turn off.
This option remains enabled
even after the appliance is
switched off.

Child Safety Lock Option (

)

Your appliance is provided with CHILD
SAFETY LOCK which permits you to
leave the appliance unsupervised with
the door closed without having to worry
that children might be injured by or cause
damage to the appliance.
Set this option after pressing the
“Start/Pause
” touchpad.
To set “Child Lock” option:
● To activate the function, press
“Temp” and “Spin” touchpads at the
same time until symbol “
” (lock)
show on the display with sound.
After active this function, if
you press any touchpad,
symbol “
” will flash on
display along with buzzer
sound. (except “On/Off”
button)
● To deactivate the function, press
“Temp” and “Spin” touchpads at the
same time until symbol “
” (unlock)
show on the display with sound.
This function remains enabled
even after the appliance is
switched off.

Enabling/Disabling
End-Of-Wash Buzzer
This setting permits you to either enable
or disable the buzzer at the end of the
program. As an example, you might wish
to disable this buzzer when you start a
wash when going to bed, so that when
the wash finished approximately 1 hour
later, it will not disturb you through the
night.
Error warning beeps such as
critical faults are not disabled.
● To disable the buzzer sound, press
“Program” and “Temp” touchpads at
the same time for 3 seconds, and
listen for “BEEP, BEEP”.
● To return to default configuration
press these 2 touchpads at the same
time for 3 seconds, and listen for
“BIP”.
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3.7 Start/Pause (

), Pause to add clothes (

)

This touchpad has 2 functions:

Start/Pause (

)

After you have selected the desired
program and options, press this
touchpad to start the machine. The
“Start/Pause” pilot light will stop
flashing and remain lit until the water
level is above the bottom edge of the
door then pilot light goes OFF. If you
have selected a “Delay End” option,
the countdown will begin and will be
shown in the display.
To interrupt a program which is
running, press this touchpad to pause
the machine, the “Start/Pause” pilot
light flashes.
To restart the program from the point
at which it was interrupted, press this
touchpad again, the “Start/Pause”
pilot light will stop flashing.

Pause to add clothes (

)

You can only add clothes if add
clothes “
” pilot light is lit.
While running a program, you may add
clothes by:
- Pressing the “ ” touchpad to pause
the program.
- Wait for the machine to come to a
complete stop before opening the door.
- Add clothing and close the door.
- Resume the program by pressing “ ”
touchpad again.
You cannot open the door if the
water inside the machine drum
are hot, the door remains locked
for your safety. Although the LED
light still remain lit.

4. BEFORE FIRST USE
NOTE
During installation or before first use
you may observe some water in the
machine. This is a residual water left in
the machine after a full functional test
in the factory to ensure the machine is
delivered to customers in perfect
working order and is no cause for
concern.

1. Ensure that the electrical and water
connections comply with the
installation instructions.
2. Put 2 litres of water in the detergent
compartment for washing phase.
This activates the drain system.

3. Select a Cottons cycle at 90 °C,
without any laundry in the machine,
to remove any manufacturing
residue from the drum and tub then
start the machine.
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5. DAILY USE
5.1 Loading The Laundry
1. Turn the water tap on.

5.2 Using Detergent And
Additives
IMPORTANT: Please read
“Detergents Type and Quantity
of Detergent”on page 20
before use.

2. Connect the main plug to the main
socket.
3. Press the On/Off button to turn on
the washing machine. The indicator
of the “Start/Pause” touchpad
flashes.
Press the Program touchpad, to
choose the wash program you
require. (For more information
about washing programs, please
see page 9)

1. Detergent Dispenser Drawer
“DETERGENT
FLAP”

- The relevant light will light up.
- The display shows the program
duration.
4. Check and remove objects (if there
are any) that could be trapped in the
fold.

Compartment

“DETERGENT”

Compartment

“SOFTENER”

The detergent dispenser is divided into
two compartments.
5. Place the laundry in the drum, one
item at a time, shaking them out as
much as possible. (Refer to page
19 “WASHING HINTS”)
6. Close the door.
CAUTION
Make sure that no laundry
remains between the seal and
the door.

-

-

Compartment “DETERGENT”
This compartment is used for detergent
on all programs.
Compartment “SOFTENER”
This compartment is used for fabric
conditioner and starching agent.

Powder or liquid detergent (

)

Position down: for liquid detergent.
Position up: for powder detergent
(factory setting).
When you use the liquid detergent:
- Do not use gelatinous or thick
liquid detergents.
- Do not put more liquid than the
maximum level.
- Do not set the Delay End.

15
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Position up: for powder detergent
(factory setting).

- If required, pour fabric softener into
the compartment marked “
”.

Position down: for liquid
detergent.

2. Measure out the detergent and the
fabric softener;
- Pull out the dispenser drawer until it
stops.
- Measure out the amount of
detergent required, pour it into the
Detergent compartment.

NOTE:
The amount used must not exceed
the “MAX” mark in the drawer.
If you use thick softeners it is
recommended to dilute with water.
- Close the drawer gently.
Residues of detergent, softener
and water may remain in the
dispenser. It is recommended to
clean the dispenser regularly to
remove any residue.

5.3 Options Setting
1. If you want your laundry to be spun or
use temperature different from the one
proposed by the washing machine,
pess the “Spin” and the “Temp”
touchpads repeatedly to change the
spin speed and temperature.
Press the option touchpads, if you
want your laundry to be washed with
special functions.
NOTE:
- Different functions can be
combined which is dependent on
the program selected.
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- If an option is not compatible with the
wash program selected, symbol “
”
will flash on display along with buzzer
sound.
2. If you want to decrease washing time,
press the “Quick” option touchpad.
See page 11.
If you want to define the end of the
washing cycle, press the “Delay End
( )” touchpad repeatedly to choose
your washing machine working time.

5.4 Starting A Cycle (

)

To start a program, press the Start/Pause
touchpad. The corresponding pilot light
will stop flashing and a default program
duration will be displayed on the screen.
If you press any touchpad while a
program is operating, symbol “
” will
flash on display along with buzzer sound.
(except Start/Pause touchpad)
After approx. 15 minutes from
the start of a program:
The appliance will automatically
adjust the selected program
duration according to the type
and size of the load.
The display will show adjusted
program duration.

5.5 Interruption Of A Program
- To pause, press Start/ Pause. The
indicator will start flashing.
- Press the Start/Pause again.
The program will continue.

5.6 Changing A Program
Changing a running program is possible
only by switching off the appliance.
- Press the “On/Off” button to cancel
the program and to turn off the
appliance.
- Press the “On/Off” button again to
start the appliance. Now, you can set
a new washing program.
The appliance will not drain
the water.

5.7 Changing The Options
It is possible to change only some option
after the program has started.
1. Press the touchpad Start/Pause. The
indicator will start flashing.
2. If available change the options that
you wish.
3. Press Start/Pause again. The program
will continue.

5.8 Opening The Door
While a program or the Delay End is
operating, the appliance door is locked
and the door lock indicator “
” is on.
First set the machine to PAUSE by
pressing the “Start/Pause” touchpad.
Wait until the door lock indicator “
”
goes off, then the door can be opened.
If the door lock indicator “
” does not
disappear, this means that the machine
is already heating and the water level is
above the bottom edge of the door or the
drum is turning. In this case the door
CAN NOT be opened. If you need to
open it, you must drain the water to open
the door.
To drain the water, you have to switch
the machine off by pressing the “On/Off”
button to deactivate the appliance. Turn
On the machine and select “Drain & Spin”
option, you can select “No Spin”, if you
want the machine to only drain the
water then press Start/Pause touchpad
to start the program.
In case of emergency please
refer to “Emergency door
opening” on page 27.

5.9 At The End Of The Program
-

The appliance stops automatically.
The acoustic signal will operate.
The display will show “
”.
The indicator of the touchpad
Start/Pause goes off.
- The door lock indicator “
” goes off.
- Remove the laundry from the
appliance. Make sure that the drum is
empty.
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- Keep the door partly open, to prevent
the mildew and odours.
- Turn off the water tap.
NOTE:
At the end of the program, the time
remaining can suddenly decrease from 7
minutes or less to 0 due to the
overestimated total program time during
the load sensing phase. In some cases
(with perfectly balanced load) the program
time can be shorter than the time
estimated after the load sensing phase is
completed. This is a normal behavior of
the machine and not a cause for concern
as it does not compromise its
performance.

5.10 When The Washing
Program Is Completed, But
There Is Water In The Drum
(Option “Rinse & Hold” is used)
- The drum turns regularly to prevent
the creases in the laundry.
- The indicator “Start/Pause” flashes to
remind you to drain the water.
- The door lock indicator “
” is on.
The door stays locked.
You must drain the water to open the door.
To drain the water:
1. Press the “Start/Pause ” touchpad.
The appliance drains the water and
spins with the maximum spin speed
for selected program.
Alternatively, before pressing the
“Start/Pause” touchpad, you can press
the “Spin” touchpad to change the
spin speed. You can select “No Spin”,
if you want the machine to only drain
the water.
2. When the program is completed and
the door lock indicator “
” goes off,
you can open the door.

3. Press the “On/Off” button to deactivate
the appliance.
NOTE:
After approximately 18 hours, if you do
not press Start/Pause touchpad, the
appliance will drain and spin automatically (except for “Wool” program) .

5.11 AUTO Standby Mode
The AUTO Stand-by option automatically
deactivates the appliance to decrease the
energy consumption when:
You do not press any touchpads for
5 minutes before you press
“Start/Pause”.
Press the “On/Off” button to
activate the appliance again.
After 5 minutes from the end of the
washing program.
Press the “On/Off” button to
activate the appliance again.
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6. WASHING HINTS
6.1 Sorting The Laundry
Follow the wash code symbols on each
garment label and the manufacturer’s
washing instructions. Sort the laundry as
follows: whites, coloureds, synthetics,
delicates, woollens.

6.2 Temperatures
90°C

For normally soiled white cottons
and linen (e.g. teacloths, towels,
tablecloths, sheets...).

60°C

For normally soiled, colourfast
garments (e.g. shirts, night
dresses, pajamas....) in linen,
cotton or synthetic fibres and for
lightly soiled white cotton
(e.g.underwear).

40°C
30°C
Cold

For delicate items (e.g. net
curtains), mixed laundry
including synthetic fibres and
woollens bearing the label pure
new wool, machine washable,
non-shrink.

6.3 Before Loading The Laundry

Never wash whites and coloureds
together. Whites may lose their
“whiteness” in the wash.
New coloured items may run in the first
wash; they should therefore be
washed separately the first time.
Remove persistent stains before
washing.
Rub particularly soiled areas with a
special detergent or detergent paste.
Treat curtains with special care.
Remove hooks or tie them up in a bag
or a net.

6.4 Maximum Loads
Recommended loads are indicated in the
program charts. General rules:
Cotton, linen:

drum full but not too
tightly packed;

drum no more than
half full;
Delicate fabrics drum no more than
and woollens: one third full.
Synthetics:

Washing a maximum load makes the
most efficient use of water and energy.
For heavily soiled laundry, reduce the
load size.

6.5 Removing Stains
Stubborn stains may not be removed by
just water and detergent. It is therefore
advisable to treat them prior to washing.
Blood: treat fresh stains with cold water.
For dried stains, soak overnight in water
with a special detergent then rub in the
soap and water.
Make sure that no metal objects are
left in the laundry (e.g. hair clips,
safety pins, pins).
Button up pillowcases, close zip
fasteners, hooks and poppers. Tie any
belts or long tapes.
Wash bras, pantyhose and other
delicates in a mesh laundry bag, which
you can purchase from your
supermarket.
Make sure that you wash lint collectors
separately from lint producers.

Oil based paint: moisten with benzine
stain remover, lay the garment on a soft
cloth and dab the stain; treat several
times.
Dried grease stains: moisten with
turpentine, lay the garment on a soft
surface and dab the stain with the
fingertips and a cotton cloth.
Rust: oxalic acid dissolved in hot water or
a rust removing product used in cold
water. Be careful with rust stains which
are not recent since the cellulose
structure will already have been damaged
and the fabric tends to hole.
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Mould stains: treat with bleach, rinse
well (whites and fast coloureds only).
Grass: soap lightly and treat with bleach
(whites and fast coloureds only).
Ball point pen and glue: moisten with
acetone (*), lay the garment on a soft
cloth and dab the stain.
Lipstick: moisten with acetone (*) as
above, then treat stains with methylated
spirits. Remove any residual marks from
white fabrics with bleach.
Red wine: soak in water and detergent,
rinse and treat with acetic or citric acid,
then rinse. Treat any residual marks with
bleach.
Ink: depending on the type of ink,
moisten the fabric first with acetone (*),
then with acetic acid; treat any residual
marks on white fabrics with bleach and
then rinse thoroughly.
Tar stains: first treat with stain remover,
methylated spirits or benzine, then rub
with detergent paste.
(*) do not use acetone on artificial silk.

6.6 Detergents Type And
Quantity Of Detergent
Low sudsing detergent is required for this
washing machine to prevent oversudsing
problems, unsatisfied washing result and
harm to the machine. Low sudsing
detergents designed for front load
washing machines are labelled “Front
Loading”, “high efficiency”, “HE”, such as
Cold Power for Front Loaders or “Matic”.
Do not use wrong types of detergent,
such as Top Loading, Handwash
detergent or Soap-Based products in
your frontload washing machine. This
can result in excessive suds, longer
cycle time, low spin speeds, poor
rinsing and overloading of the motor.

Quantity of detergent to be used
The choice of detergent and use of correct
quantities not only affects your wash
performance, but also helps to avoid waste
and protect the environment. Although
biodegradable, detergents contain
substances which in large quantities can
upset the delicate balance of nature.

The choice and quantity of detergent will
depend on ;
type of fabric (delicates, woollens,
cottons, etc.) ;
the colour of clothes ;
size of the load ;
degree of soil ;
wash temperature ; and
hardness of the water used.
Water hardness is classified by so-called
“degrees” of hardness.
Information on hardness of the water in
your area can be obtained from the
relevant water supply company, or from
your local authority.
You may have to try using the detergent
quantity as per manufacturers’
instructions then compare the wash result
to the list below and adjust the amount of
detergent for your future washes
accordingly.
Not enough washing powder causes:
the washload to turn grey,
greasy clothes.
Too much washing powder causes:
sudsing,
reduced washing effect,
inadequate rinsing.
Use less detergent if:
you are washing a small load,
the laundry is lightly soiled,
large amounts of foam during washing.
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7. INTERNATIONAL WASH CODE SYMBOLS
These symbols appear on fabric labels, in order to help you choose the best
way to treat your laundry.

Energetic
wash

Max. wash
Max. wash
Max. wash
Max. wash
temperature temperature temperature temperature
95 °C
60 °C
40 °C
30 °C

DO NOT
wash at all

Hand wash

Delicate wash

Bleaching

Bleach in cold water

DO NOT bleach

Ironing

Hot iron
max. 200 °C

Warm iron
max. 150 °C

Lukewarm iron
max. 110 °C

DO NOT iron

Dry cleaning

Dry cleaning in
all solvents

Dry cleaning in
perchlorethylene,
petrol, pure alcohol,
R 111 & R 113

Dry cleaning in
petrol, pure alcohol
and R 113

DO NOT
dry clean

Drying

Flat

On the line

On clothes
hanger

High
temperature
Low
temperature
Tumble dry

DO NOT
tumble dry

8. CARE AND CLEANING
WARNING! You must DISCONNECT the
appliance from the electricity supply,
before you can carry out any cleaning or
maintenance work.

8.1 External Cleaning

Do this separately from any laundry
washing, and according to the softening
powder manufacturer's instructions.
This will help to prevent the formation of
lime deposits.

Clean the appliance only with soap and
warm water. Fully dry all the surfaces.

8.3 After Each Wash

CAUTION! Do not use alcohol,
solvents or chemical products.

Leave the door open for a while. This
helps to prevent mould and stagnant
smells forming inside the appliance.

8.2 Descaling

Keeping the door open after a wash will
also help to preserve the door seal.

The water we use normally contains lime.
It is a good idea to periodically use a
water softening powder in the machine.
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8.4 Maintenance Wash
With the use of low temperature washes
it is possible to get a build up of residues
inside the drum.
We recommend that a maintenance
wash be performed on a regular basis.
To run a maintenance wash:
The drum should be empty of laundry.
Select the hottest cotton wash
program.
Press Start/Pause to start a program.

8.5 Cleaning The Dispenser
Drawer
The washing powder and additive
dispenser drawer should be cleaned
regularly. Remove the drawer by
pressing the catch downwards and by
pulling it out. Flush it out under a tap, to
remove any traces of accumulated
powder.

To aid cleaning, the top part of the
additive compartment should be removed.

8.6 Cleaning The Drawer Recess
Having removed the drawer, use a small
brush to clean the recess, ensuring that
all washing powder residue is removed
from the upper and lower part of the
recess. Replace the drawer and run the
rinse program without any clothes in the
drum.
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8.7 Cleaning The Drawer Bottom
After washing cycle finish, residues of
softener and water may remain in the
softener dispenser. It is recommended to
clean the bottom of softener dispenser
regularly to remove any residue.

3. Clean the dispenser with an old
toothbrush under the water tap.

To clean the bottom of softener
dispenser:
1. After pulling out the drawer from its
recess, turn the bottom side up.

2. Push the catch and pull up the
softener bottom cover.

4. Close the softener bottom cover.
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8.8 Cleaning The Water Inlet Filter
If your water is very hard or contains
traces of lime deposit, the water inlet
filter may become clogged. It is therefore
a good idea to clean it from time to time.
To clean the water inlet filters:
1.
2.

Close the water tap.
Remove the water inlet hose from
the water tap.

8.9 Frost Precautions
If the appliance is installed in an area where
the temperature can be less than 0 °C,
remove the remaining water from the inlet
hose and the drain pump.

Emergency Drain
1. Disconnect the main plug from the main
socket. Turn off the water tap.
2. Remove the water inlet hose.
3. Remove the drain hose from the rear
support and unhook it from sink or spigot.
3.
4.
5.

Clean the filter in the inlet hose with
a stiff brush.
Remove the inlet hose behind the
appliance.
Clean the filter in the valve with a
stiff brush or a towel.

4. Put the end of the drain and inlet hose in a
container. Let the water flow out of the
hoses.

6.
7.

Install the inlet hose again. Make
sure that the couplings are tight to
prevent leakages.
Open the water tap.

5. When no more water flows, install the inlet
hose and the drain hose again.
NOTE: Make sure that the temperature
is more than 0 °C before you use the
appliance again.
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9. TROUBLESHOOTING
9.1 Possible Failures
Certain problems are due to lack of
simple maintenance or oversights, which
can be solved easily without calling out an
engineer. Before contacting your local
Service Centre, please check possible
cause of malfunction and solution listed
below.

Alarm Code:
The appliance does not fill with water
properly.

Once the problem has been eliminated,
press the Start/Pause button to restart the
program. If after all checks, the problem
persists, contact your local Service Centre.
WARNING! Deactivate the appliance
before you do the checks.

Malfunction

The appliance does not drain the water.
The appliance door is open or not
closed correctly. Please check the door!
The main supply is unstable. Wait until
the main supply is stable.
No communication between electronic
elements of the appliance. Switch off
and switch on again.
Water leaks inside the machine.
Please call Service Centre.

Possible Cause

Solution

The door has not been closed. (code:
The plug is not properly inserted in the
power socket.
There is no power at the socket.
The washing
machine does
not start:

The Start/Pause (
been pressed.

) touchpad has not

The “Delay End” has been selected.
The Main supply is unstable.
(If code “
” appears in the display.)
The water tap is closed. (code:

)

The inlet hose is squashed or kinked.
(code:
)

The machine
does not fill the The filter in the inlet hose is blocked.
water:
(code:
)
The door is not properly closed. (code:
The machine
fills then
empties
immediately:

The end of the drain hose is too low.
(code:
)
The drain hose is squashed or kinked.
(code:
)

) Close the door firmly.
Insert the plug into the
power socket.
Please check your domestic
electrical installation.
Press the Start/Pause ( )
touchpad.
If the laundry are to be
washed immediately, cancel
the “Delay End”.
Wait until the main supply is
stable. Appliance will start
automatically.
Open the water tap.
Check the inlet hose
connection.
Clean the water inlet hose
filter.
) Close the door firmly.
Refer to relevant paragraph
in “water drainage” section
on page 31.

Check the drain hose
connection.
The machine
Press Start/Pause ( )
does not empty The option “Rinse & Hold” has been
touchpad to drain the water
and/or does
selected.
or select spin program.
not spin:
The laundry is not evenly distributed in the Pause the machine and
drum.
redistribute laundry manually.
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Malfunction

There is water
on the floor:

Possible Cause
Too much detergent or unsuitable
detergent (creates too much foam)
has been used.
Check whether there are any leaks
from one of the inlet hose fittings. It
is not always easy to see this as
the water runs down the hose;
check to see if it is damp.
The drain hose is damaged.
Water leaks inside the machine.
(code:
)

Unsatisfactory
washing
results:

Too little detergent or unsuitable
detergent has been used.
Stubborn stains have not been
treated prior to washing.
The correct temperature was not
selected.
Excessive laundry load.
The program is still running.

The door will
not open:

There is water in the drum.

Solution
Reduce detergent quantity and
use correct type of detergent
(refer page 20).
Check the water inlet hose
connection.
Call Service.
Disconnect the main plug from the
main socket. Turn off the water tap.
Contact your local Service Centre.
Increase detergent quantity or use
different detergent (refer page 20).
Use commercial products to treat
the stubborn stains.
Check if you have selected the
correct temperature.
Reduce load.
Wait until the end of cycle.
You must drain the water to open
the door (refer “Opening The Door”
on page 17).

Contact Service. If you need to
open the door, please read carefully
“Emergency door opening” on next
page.
The transit bolts and packing have Check the correct installation of the
not been removed.
appliance.
The support feet have not been
Check the correct levelling of the
adjusted.
appliance.
The laundry is not evenly distributed Pause the machine and redistribute
in the drum.
laundry manually.
There is very little laundry in the
Load more laundry.
drum.
Unstable floors eg. wooden floors. Refer to relevant paragraph in
“Positioning” section.
Reduce the detergent quantity or
use another one. (Refer page 20
Detergent over dose.
“Detergents Type And Quantity Of
Detergent”).
This problem may be caused by a
failure of the appliance.

The machine
vibrates or is
noisy:

Cycle time
longer than
displayed:

Machine unbalance.

Redistribute laundry manually in
the drum and start the spin phase
again.

The cycle is
shorter than the The appliance calculated a new time according to the laundry load.
time displayed.
No water is
Machines based on modern technology operate very economically using
visible in the
very little water without affecting performance.
drum:
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Malfunction

Spinning starts
late or the
machine does
not spin:

Possible Cause

Solution

The electronic unbalance detection device has
cut in because the laundry is not evenly
distributed in the drum. The laundry is
redistributed by reverse rotation of the drum.
This may happen several times before the
unbalance disappears and normal spinning
can resume. If, after 10 minutes, the laundry is
still not evenly distributed in the drum, the
machine will not spin. In this case, redistribute
the load manually and select the spin program.
Machine not installed properly.

The machine
makes an
unusual noise:

Transit bolts or packaging not removed.

9.2 Emergency Door Opening
In case of power failure or appliance failure,
the appliance door remains locked.
The wash program continues when power is
restored. If the door remains locked in case
of failure, it is possible to open it using the
emergency unlock feature.

Make sure the levelling of
the appliance is correct.
Refer to “Installation”.
Make sure that the
packaging and/or the
transit bolts are removed.
Refer to “Unpacking”.
Add more laundry in the
drum.

The load may be too small.

If you are unable to identify or solve the
problem, contact our service centre.
Before calling service centre, make a note
of the model, serial number and purchase
date of your machine: the Service Centre
will require this information.

Pause the machine and
redistribute laundry
manually.

Before Opening The Door:
WARNING!
● Make sure that the water temperature
and the laundry are not hot. Wait until
they cool down if necessary.
● Make sure that the drum is not rotating.
Wait until the drum stops rotating if
necessary.
● Make sure that the water level inside
the drum is not too high. If necessary,
perform an Emergency Drain
(see page 24).
To open the door proceed as follows:
1. Press “On/Off” to switch the appliance off.
Disconnect the main plug from the main
socket.
2. Remove the cover door, as picture below.
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3. Pull twice the emergency unlock trigger downward then open the appliance door.
4. Take out the laundry.
5. Re-assemble the cover door.

open
the door

pulling the
emergency
unlock
downward
twice

10. TECHNICAL DATA
Dimensions (Height / Width / Depth)

850 X 600 X 568 mm

Power supply (Voltage / Frequency)

220-240 V~ / 50 Hz

Total power absorbed

2000 W

Water supply pressure (Maximum / Minimum)

0.8 MPa / 0.05 MPa
Cottons

Maximum dry
clothes
capacity

Mixed

8.0 kg
4.0 kg

Quick 15

1.5 kg

Daily 60

4.0 kg
4.0 kg

Delicates
Wool
Bedding
Energy Saver
Spin speed
(Maximum / Minimum)

1.5 kg
3.0 kg
8.0 kg

1200rpm / 800rpm
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11. INSTALLATION
11.1 Unpacking
CAUTION! All transit bolts and packing must
be removed before using the appliance.
You are advised to keep all transit devices
so that they can be refitted if the machine
ever has to be transported again.
1. For: Carton Box Packaging models
Use gloves.
Cut and remove
four cut out
straps as shown.

X4

2. Open the door.
Remove the
polystyrene
piece from
the door seal
and all the
items from
the drum.
3. Put one of the polystyrene «A»
packaging elements on the floor behind
the appliance. Carefully put down the
appliance with the rear side on it. Make
sure not to damage the hoses.

- Remove the
carton box.
- Remove the
polystyrene
packaging
materials.
- Remove the
plastic bag
which cover
the machine.

For: Shrink Wrap Packaging models
Use gloves.
Remove the
external film.
If necessary,
use a cutter.

- Remove the cardboard top.
- Remove the polystyrene
packaging materials.
- Remove the plastic bag
which cover the machine.
4. Remove the polystyrene base.
5. Pull up the appliance in vertical
position.
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6. Remove the power supply cable and the
drain and inlet hoses from the hose
holders «B» on the rear of the appliance.

11.2 Positioning
It is important that your washing
machine stands firm and leveled
on the floor to ensure correct
operation. The appliance must not
be installed behind a lockable
door, a sliding door or a door with
a hinge on the opposite side to
avoid restricting the washing
machine door.
Use a spirit level on the top and
side of the washing machine to
check the levels.

7. Remove the three transit bolts.
8. Pull out the plastic spacers.
9. Put the plastic caps in the holes. You can
find these caps in the user manual bag.

If you do not have a spirit level, as a
guide use the edge of a door frame,
cupboard or bench to check that the
washing machine is leveled.
Loosen or tighten the feet to adjust
the level. A correct adjustment of the
appliance level prevents vibration,
noise and the movement of the
appliance when in operation.
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Never place cardboard, wood or similar
materials under the machine to
compensate for any unevenness in the
floor. Install the machine on a flat hard
floor. Make sure that air circulation
around the machine is not impeded by
carpets, rugs etc.
Check that the machine does not touch
the wall or cupboard units.

11.3 Water Inlet
Connect the water inlet hose to a tap
with 3/4” BSP thread.
Use the hose supplied with the washing
machine. DO NOT USE OLD HOSES.

Loosen the ring nut to angle the hose to
the left or right depending on the position
of your water tap. Do not place the inlet
hose downwards. After positioning the
inlet hose, be sure to tighten the ring nut
again to prevent leaks.

11.4 Water Drainage
The end of the drain hose can be
positioned in three ways:
Hooked over the edge of a sink, using
the plastic hose guide supplied with the
machine.
Fitting Hose Guide
1.
Pull apart to
insert hose.

450 approx.

When the washing machine is levelled,
try to rock it from corner to corner. If it
does rock, adjust the legs again until it is
levelled and does not rock.

Hose
Guide

check
pull hose

2.

The inlet hose must not be lengthened.
If it is too short and you do not wish to
move the tap, you will have to purchase
a new, longer hose specially designed
for this type of use.

Adjust length to suit
trough.

bend
hose
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Directly into a drain pipe, at a height
of not less than 60 cm and not more
than 90 cm.
Max. 90 cm
Min. 60 cm

The end of the drain hose must always
be ventilated, i.e. the inside diameter of
the drain pipe must be larger than the
outside diameter of the drain hose.
In this case, make sure the end
cannot come unhooked when the
machine will be emptied. This could
be done by tying it to the tap with a
piece of string or attaching it to the
wall.
In a sink, drain pipe branch.
This branch must be above the trap
so that the bend is at least 60 cm
above the ground.

The drain hose must not be twisted or
curled. Run it along the floor; only the
part near the drainage point must be
raised.
For the correct functioning of the
machine, the drain hose must remain
hooked on the proper support piece
situated on the top part of back side of
the appliance.

11.5 Electrical Connection
This machine is designed to operate on a
220-240 V, single-phase, 50 Hz supply.
“An incorrect power supply may void
your warranty.”

Max.
90 cm
Min.
60 cm
Push the drain hose onto the spigot
and secure with a clip, ensure a
loop is formed in the drain hose to
prevent waste from the sink
entering the appliance.

Check that your domestic electrical
installation can take the maximum load
required (2.0 kW), also taking into
account any other appliances in use.
CAUTION!
Connect the machine to an
earthed socket outlet.
The manufacturer declines any
responsibility for damage or
injury through failure to comply
with the above safety precaution.
Should the appliance power
supply cable need to be
replaced, this shall be carried
out by our Service Centre.
When the appliance is installed, the
power supply cable must be easily
accessible.
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12. ENVIRONMENT CONCERNS
12.1 Packaging Materials
The materials marked with the symbol
are recyclable.
>PE<=polyethylene
>PS<=polystyrene
>PP<=polypropylene
This means that they can be recycled by
disposing them properly in appropriate
collection containers.

12.2 Old Machine
Use authorized disposal sites for your old
appliance. Help to keep your country tidy!
The symbol
on the product or on its
packaging indicates that this product
may not be treated as household waste.
Instead it shall be handed over to the
applicable collection point for the
recycling of electrical and electronic
equipment.
By ensuring this product is disposed of
correctly, you will help prevent potential
negative consequences for the environment
and human health, which could otherwise
be caused by inappropriate waste handling
of this product.

For more detailed information
about recycling of this product,
please contact your local city
office, your household waste
disposal service or the shop where
you purchased the product.

12.3 Ecological Hints
To save water, energy and to help
protect the environment, we
recommend that you follow these
tips:
Normally soiled laundry may be
washed without prewashing in
order to save detergent, water
and time (the environment is
protected too!).
The machine works more
economically if it is fully loaded.
With adequate pre-treatment,
stains and limited soil can be
removed; the laundry can then
be washed at a lower
temperature.
Measure out detergent according
to the water hardness, the
degree of soil and the quantity of
laundry being washed.
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伊萊克斯 - 想你所想！
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安全資訊
1.1 使用條件
㛔姕⁁旸⭞⹕⍲ᶳ徘栆Ụ㡅ẞᷕἧ䓐烉
● ⓮⸿ˣ彎℔⭌℞Ṿⶍἄ䑘⠫ᷕ䘬⒉ⶍ⺂烊
● 彚⟜烊
● ὃ惺⸿ˣ㕭棐℞Ṿỷ⭧䑘⠫ᷕ䘬⭊Ṣἧ䓐烊
● ⭝⣄㖑梸䑘⠫烊
● ℔⭻䘬℔ℙ⋨➇ㆾ㲿堋⸿ˤ

嬎⏲炰㛔姕⁁ᶵ傥忂忶⢾悐攳斄墅伖炷⤪妰㗪☐炸ὃ暣炻ḇᶵ傥忋㍍⇘℔
䓐攳斄䘬暣嶗ᶲˤ
䁢Ḯぐ䘬⬱ℐ䡢ᾅ㬋䡢ἧ䓐㲿堋㨇炻⛐⬱墅椾㫉ἧ䓐㛔㨇⇵炻 婳Ṽ
䳘教嬨㛔䓐㇞ㇳℲ炻⊭㊔䚠斄䘬㍸䣢嬎⏲ˤ
䁢性ᶵ⽭天䘬拗婌シ⢾炻⊁⽭天䡢ᾅ㛔㨇䘬㚱ἧ䓐侭悥⃭↮䅇〱
℞⎬枭㑵ἄ䈡⿏⬱ℐ䈡⿏ˤ
婳⥍┬ᾅ䔁㛔婒㖶㚠炻㏔忳ㆾ↢ⓖ㛔㨇㗪炻ㅱ䡢ᾅ晐㨇旬ⷞ㛔婒㖶㚠炻
ẍὧ㨇☐ἧ䓐⢥␥ℏ䘬㭷ỵἧ䓐侭悥傥怑䔞䝕妋㨇☐䘬ἧ䓐㕡㱽⬱ℐ
枰䞍ˤ

1.2 兒童安全
● 昌朆㚱怑䔞䘬䚋䜋㊯⮶炻⏎⇯㛔㲿堋㨇ᶵὃ䪍ㆾ橼⻙⣂䕭侭ἧ䓐ˤ
● ㅱ⮵䪍≈ẍ䄏䚳炻䡢ᾅṾᾹᶵ㚫䍑侵㲿堋㨇ˤ
● ⊭墅㛸㕁⃫ẞ炷⤪⟹先唬兄ˣ倂劗ḁ䂗㲉㱓炸⎗傥⌙⍲䪍⬱ℐ

 ⬀⛐䨺〗⌙晒炰婳⥍┬⮯℞㓦⛐䪍䃉㱽妠⍲䘬⛘㕡ˤ
● ⮯㚱㲿㹴∹㓦⛐䪍䃉㱽妠⍲䘬⬱ℐ⛘㕡ˤ
● 䡢ᾅ䪍ㆾ⮝䈑ᶵ㚫䇔ℍ㺦䫺ˤ
● 本機器提供兒童鎖保護功能（

），以避免兒童誤操作控制台。(參考

第 44 頁）。

1.3 基本安全提示
● ẍảỽ㕡⺷㚜㓡䓊⑩夷㟤ㆾ娎⚾㓡
墅㛔䓊⑩䘬 㱽悥㗗⌙晒䘬ˤ
● 檀㹓㲿堋䦳⺷忳埴㛇攻炻㨇攨䍣䐫
⎗傥㚫⼰䅙ˤ↯⊧妠㐠炰
● 䡢ᾅ⮝䈑ᶵ㚫䇔ℍ㺦䫺ℏˤ䁢性
忁䧖ね㱩䘬䘤䓇炻婳⛐ἧ䓐㛔㨇⇵
⮵㺦䫺ℏ忚埴㩊㞍ˤ

● ảỽ媠⤪䠔⸋ˣ⇍憅ˣ憀⫸ˣ坢䴚
憀ˣ䞛⟲䫱䈑⑩ㆾảỽ℞Ṿ➭䠔ˣ
扺⇑㛸㕁悥⎗傥忈ㆸ⣏朊䧵㎵⢆炻
⚈㬌ᶵ⼿㓦ℍ㲿堋㨇ᷕˤ
● 夒⫸ˣ唦䴚ⷞˣ⎗㲿䙖ⷞ䫱⮷ẞ䈑
⑩ㅱ㓦⛐㲿堋堳ㆾ㜽⣿ℏ㲿㹴炻⚈
䁢忁ṃ⮷䈑ẞ⎗傥㚫句ℍ㲿堋㠞冯
ℏ㺦䫺ᷳ攻ˤ

繁體中文

● ἧ䓐⺢嬘䓐慷䘬堋䈑㝼枮∹㲿
㹴∹ˤ⤪㝄䓐慷忶⣏炻⎗傥㚫㎵
堋䈑ㆾ㲿堋㨇ˤ婳思⽒墥忈⓮䘬䓐
慷⺢ 嬘ˤ

● ⬱墅㛔㨇暨䘬暣㯋ⶍἄㅱṌ䓙⎰
㟤䘬暣ⶍ⬴ㆸˤ

ਥ㜳䀮䴱έྸ᷒䙙⍍㺙ₕⲺᨈᓝ
уᱥ൦ᨈᓝȾ䄁व䀮☋㺙Ⱦ

● ᶵ天ἧ䓐㲿堋㨇㲿㹴ⷞ➭䠔悐↮䘬
䈑⑩ˣ㛒㐢怲ㆾ攳䶂䘬堋䈑ˤ

࠰᯲ᆿⲺޞഖθᡇهᕭ⛾ᔰ䆦ᛞ
у㾷ֵ⭞䕿ᨈᓝȽᤌ㐐ᶵૂ俷
ࣖ䮭䴱Ⓠ㐐ㅿȾ

● 㭷㫉ἧ䓐ˣ㶭㻼ẍ⍲ᾅ梲㛔㨇ᷳ⼴
炻⥳䳪天㉼ᶳ暣㸸㍺柕᷎斄攱㯜漵
柕ˤ
● 㛔㨇ᶵ怑⎰幓橼㭀晄ˣデ⭀ㆾ䱦䤆
≇傥㷃徨ẍ⍲仢᷷䚠斄䴻槿䞍嬀
䘬Ṣ⒉炷⊭㊔䪍炸ἧ䓐炻昌朆㚱
屈屔℞⬱ℐ䘬Ṣ⒉⮵℞ἧ䓐㛔㨇䴎
Ḱ䚋䜋ㆾ㊯⮶ˤ
● ⛐ảỽね㱩ᶳ炻ᶵㅱ▿娎冒埴䵕ᾖ
㲿堋㨇ˤ䓙仢᷷䚠斄䴻槿䘬Ṣ⒉䵕
ᾖ㲿堋㨇⎗傥㚫⮶农Ṣ幓 ⭛ㆾ姕
⁁♜慵㓭晄ˤ 婳倗专ぐ䔞⛘䘬䵕ᾖ
㚵⊁ᷕ⽫ˤ ㅱ⥳䳪➭㊩ἧ䓐⍇⺈⁁
ẞˤ

1.4 安裝

1.5 使用
●

㛔㨇⮰䁢⭞⹕ἧ䓐侴姕妰ˤ昌Ḯ⮰
攨姕妰䘬䓐徼⢾炻ᶵ⼿⮯㛔㨇䓐㕤
℞Ṿ䓐徼ˤ

●

㲿㹴怑⭄㨇㲿䘬堋䈑ˤ婳思⽒㭷
ẞ堋㚵㧁䰌ᶲ䘬㲿㹴婒㖶ˤ

●

ᶵ⼿⛐㛔㨇ℏ㓦ℍ忶慷堋䈑ˤ婳⍫
教㛔䓐㇞ㇳℲ䘬䚠斄䪈䭨ˤ

●

攳⥳㲿堋⇵炻䡢ᾅ㌷䨢㚱堋堳
ˣ㈋䵲䲸㈋᷎㉱⤥㉱拲ˤ性㲿㹴
㚱䢐㎵ㆾ䟜㎵䘬䈑⑩炻᷎⛐㲿堋⇵
嗽䎮柷㕁ˣ㱡⡐ˣ接嶉⍲勱叱䫱㰉
㻔ˤ ⷞ护⚰䘬傠休ᶵ⼿㨇㲿ˤ

●

㍍妠忶㎖䘤⿏䞛㱡䓊⑩䘬堋䈑ᶵ⼿㨇
㲿ˤ ⤪㝄ἧ䓐Ḯ㎖䘤⿏䘬㶭㲿㵚炻
恋湤ᶨ⭂天㲐シ䡢ᾅ⃰昌⍣堋䈑ᶲ䘬
㶭㲿㵚炻䃞⼴ℵ㓦ℍ㲿堋㨇ᷕˤ

●

⽆暣㸸㍺⹏ᶲ㉼ᶳ㍺柕㗪炻↯⊧㊥
㉱暣㸸䶂烊⥳䳪ㅱ䓐ㇳ㎉ỷ㍺柕ˤ

●

⤪㝄暣㸸䶂ˣ㍏⇞⎘ˣⶍἄ冢朊 ㆾ
⸽⹏䘤䓇㎵⢆侴曚↢㲿堋㨇ℏ悐炻
婳⊧ἧ䓐㲿堋㨇ˤ

● 㛔㨇朆ⷠ㰱慵ˤ㏔≽㗪ㅱ⣂≈⮷⽫ˤ
● ㉮昌㛔㨇䘬⊭墅㗪炻婳㩊㞍㲿堋㨇
㗗⏎㚱ảỽ㎵⢆ˤ⤪㚱ảỽ䔹⓷炻
婳⊧ἧ䓐炻᷎倗专䵕ᾖ㚵⊁ᷕ⽫ˤ
● ἧ䓐㲿堋㨇ᷳ⇵炻⽭枰㉮昌㚱⊭
墅㛸㕁忳廠坢㞻ˤ⏎⇯炻㛔䓊⑩
℞Ṿ屉䈑⎗傥㚫♜慵⍿㎵ˤ婳⍫
教㛔䓐㇞ㇳℲ䘬䚠斄䪈䭨ˤ
● 㲿堋㨇⬱墅⬴䔊⼴炻㩊㞍᷎䡢娵忚
㯜䭉㌺㯜䭉㰺㚱塓㲿堋㨇⡻ỷ炻
ᶼⶍἄ冢朊ᶵ㒈⡻暣㸸䶂ˤ
● ⤪㝄⮯㛔㨇㒢㓦⛐抒㚱⛘㮗䘬⛘㜧
ᶲ炻婳怑䔞婧㔜⸽儛炻ẍὧ䨢㯋傥
⣈冒䓙㳩忂ˤ
● ⬱墅⬴䔊⼴炻⥳䳪天䡢ᾅ㯜䭉⍲㯜
䭉忋㍍嗽㰺㚱㺷㯜䎦尉ˤ
● ⬱墅㛔㨇暨䘬㯜䭉㔟姕ⶍἄㅱ䓙
⎰㟤䘬㯜䭉ⶍṢ⬴ㆸˤ
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2. 產品圖解
2.1 組成部分

2

1

3

4

1
2
3
4

㲿㹴∹㝼枮∹㈽㓦㟤
ⶍἄ冢朊
㍏⇞⎘
㲿堋㨇攨

5 䵲⿍攳攨
6 㯜⸛婧㔜儛
炷⇵䪗炸

5
6
10
11

7

12

8

7
8
9
10
11

㌺㯜庇䭉
忚㯜庇䭉
⼴䪗⯢炷⚢⭂炸
暣㸸䶂
忳廠坢㞻

12 忳廠坢㞻 㯜䭉⣦

⮷⽫炰

9
⮷⽫⛐ἧ䓐㲿堋㨇⇵炻⽭枰㉮
昌㚱忳廠 䳬ㆸ悐↮ ˤ

2.2 附件
1 ⟹先味
1
2

䓐㕤⛐⌠ᶳ忳廠坢㞻⼴⟝ỷᷣ㨇㭤側
悐䘬⫼⎋ˤ

2 ⟹先庇䭉⮶⎹⣿

䓐㕤⮯㌺㯜䭉忋㍍⛐㯜㦥怲䶋ˤ
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3. 控制台
3.1 控制台說明
Cottons
Mixed
Quick 15
Daily 60
Delicates
Wool
Bedding
Energy Saver
On/Off

Program

90º

1200

Vapour

60º

1000

Quick

40º

800

Soak

30º

No Spin

Rinse & Spin

Cold

Rinse
& Hold

Drain & Spin

Spin

Temp
Lock

1

2

3

4

10
Delay End

Start/Pause

Option

Pause to add clothes

Extra Rinse

5

6

7

8

9

㚨⣏㕳廱忇⹎冯✳嘇㚱斄ˤ
1 暣㸸攳斄㊱憽
2 䦳⺷ 妠㍏㊱憽
3 㹓⹎ 妠㍏㊱憽
4 䪍挾 怠枭
5 僓㯜 妠㍏㊱憽
6 柵⢾㺪㲿 怠枭
7 怠枭 妠㍏㊱憽
8 ┇≽㙓 妠㍏㊱憽
9 枸䲬 妠㍏㊱憽
10 㔠⫿ῤ ⮯㊯䣢烉
- 㲿堋徜⚰㗪攻ˤ枸䲬㗪攻ˤ
- ⟙嬎ẋ䡤ˤ婳⍫夳Ⱦ㓭晄姢㕟ȿᶨ䪈䝕妋䚠斄ẋ䡤䘬婒㖶ˤ
11 LED ⚾䣢

㶣≈堋䈑≇傥⚾䣢
攨挾⚾䣢
≈⻟㺪㲿⚾䣢
枸䲬⚾䣢
Woolmark Apparel Care 䲼伲㮃㚵墅嬟䎮

11
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3.2 程式表
䦳⺷
On/Off (

)

暣㸸攳斄㊱憽
Cottons

㹓⹎

堋䈑栆✳橺㰁䦳⹎

-

暣㸸攳斄䓐㕤┇≽斄攱㲿堋㨇ˤ

⅟㯜, 30, 40, 60,

㡱岒䷼䈑
Mixed

㶟⎰䷼䈑
Quick 15

↮揀⾓㲿
Daily 60

㖍ⷠ 
Delicates

举⸤䷼䈑
Wool

伲㮃
Bedding

⸲ᶲ䓐⑩
Energy Saver

䭨傥㲿

90°C

䘥刚⼑刚㡱岒䷼䈑ˤ

⅟㯜, 30, 40, 60°C

⊾举ㆾ㶟⎰朊㕁䷼䈑ˤ

30°C

庽⽖橗橺⎰ㆸ举䵕ㆾ㶟⎰✳朊㕁ˤ

30, 40, 60°C

⼑刚㡱炻⤪䓟⤛夗堓ˣ㮃ⶦℏ堋炻ᶨ凔橺㰁
䦳⹎ˤ

⅟㯜, 30, 40°C

䘬䱦䶣䷼䈑炻⤪᷁䂗愠䷼䈑ˣ举䵕先ˣ倂愗
栆堋䈑ˤ

⅟㯜, 30, 40°C

䁢ⷞ㚱Ⱦ䲼㕘伲㮃ˣᶵ䷖㯜ˣ⎗㨇㲿ȿ㧁䰌䘬
伲㮃堋䈑⮰攨㷔娎䘬㲿堋䦳⺷ˤ

⅟㯜, 30, 40°C

╖ẞ⊾举㮃㮗ˣ塓休⸲╖䫱䓐⑩䘬⮰䓐
䦳⺷ˤ

40°C, 60°C

橺㰁䦳⹎ᶨ凔䘬䘥刚ᶵ壒刚㡱岒堋䈑ˤ姕⭂
㬌䦳⺷⎗忼⇘列⤥㲿㹴㓰㝄᷎旵Ỷ傥便ˤ㲿堋
䦳⺷䘬㗪攻⮯⺞攟ˤ

3.3 最大衣物量

䦳⺷

㚨⣏堋䈑慷

Cottons 㡱岒䷼䈑

8.0 kg

Mixed 㶟⎰䷼䈑

4.0 kg

Quick 15 ↮揀⾓㲿

1.5 kg

Daily 60 㖍ⷠ 
Delicates 举⸤䷼䈑

4.0 kg
4.0 kg

Wool

1.5 kg

伲㮃

Bedding ⸲ᶲ䓐⑩
Energy Saver 1) 䭨傥㲿

NJ

3.0 kg
8.0 kg

1) 㺧屈匟㲿㹴橺㰁䦳⹎ᶨ凔䘬㡱岒堋䈑㗪炻⺢嬘ἧ䓐層㚱䭨傥䭨㯜傥㓰㧁䰌䘬䭨傥㲿䦳⺷炻
᷎怠㑯 60°C 䘬㹓⹎怠枭ˤ
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3.4 程式選項相容性
怠枭
䦳⺷

Vapour

1)

Quick Soak Rinse & Drain & Delay End
Spin
Spin

Cottons
Mixed
Quick 15
Daily 60










Delicates
Wool
Bedding
Energy Saver










































Extra
Rinse








1) 呠㰥怠枭⎗⛐ 40 - 90 °C 㹓⹎㗪䳬⎰ἧ䓐ˤ

3.5 選項

- No Spin ᶵ僓㯜

㹓⹎妠㍏㊱憽
⤪㝄ⶴ㛃ἧ䓐ᶵ⎴㕤㲿堋㨇⺢嬘䘬㹓⹎
㲿㹴堋䈑炻婳⣂㫉㊱娚㊱憽⋯檀ㆾ旵Ỷ
㲿堋㹓⹎ˤ

僓㯜怠㑯妠㍏㊱憽
⤪㝄ⶴ㛃ἧ䓐ᶵ⎴㕤㲿堋㨇⺢嬘䘬廱忇
䁢堋䈑僓㯜炻婳⍵⽑㊱㬌妠㍏㊱憽≈⾓
ㆾ㷃ㄊ僓㯜廱忇ˤ
㚨⣏忇⹎烉
Cottons
Mixed
Daily 60
Delicates
Energy Saver

㚨⣏廱忇炷㲿堋㨇䘬
㚨⣏廱忇炻ἳ⤪炻
rpm炸

Wool

1000 rpm

Quick 15
Bedding

800 rpm

Ⱦᶵ僓㯜ȿ怠枭⮯⍾㴰㚱僓㯜昶㭝
᷎⡆≈㺪㲿㫉㔠ˤ
- Rinse & Hold ⺞怚僓㯜

怠㑯㬌怠枭㗪炻⮯ᶵ㌺䨢㚨⼴ᶨ㫉㺪
㲿㗪䘬㯜炻᷎ᶼ㺦䫺㚫⭂㗪㕳廱ẍ旚
㬊堋䈑壞䙢ˤ
㨇攨ṵ⮯ᾅ㊩挾⭂炻ẍ㍸愺ぐ⽭枰㌺
䨢㺦䫺ℏ䘬㯜ˤ
㨇攨⮯ᾅ㊩挾⭂᷎ᶼ㺦䫺ℏ㚱
㯜ˤ天两临㲿堋䦳⺷炻⽭枰㊱
炷┇≽㙓 炸ˤ
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呠㰥㲿㹴妠㍏㊱憽

Soak 㴠㲉

怠㑯㬌怠枭⎗ẍ⛐㲿堋忙㛇ℏ㶣≈㗪攟
䲬䁢 30 ↮揀䘬呠㰥㲿㹴䦳⺷ˤ呠㰥㚱
≑㕤ㇻ攳堋㕁举䵕攻䘬䨢晁炻ἧ㲿㹴∹
⎗ẍ䤃昌枹⚢㰉㻔ˤ㬌怠枭䘬㧁娴⮯Ṗ
崟ˤ

娚怠枭⎗嬻ぐ⛐忚ℍᷣ天㲿㹴昶㭝ᷳ⇵
ẍ⍲攳⥳㲿㹴㗪炻㶙ℍ㴠㲉⺬橺䘬堋㚵
㚱㰉㻔䘬堋䈑ˤ

㲐シ烉
● ⛐呠㰥㲿㹴䦳⺷㛇攻炻呠㰥ᶵᶨ⭂⛐

㺦䫺ℏ㶭㘘⎗夳ˤ呠㰥⮯⛐㺦䫺ᶳ㕡
䓇ㆸ炻䃞⼴冒䃞ᶲ⋯᷎㺚ℍ堋䈑ᷕˤ

娚怠枭⮯⺞临怠㑯䦳⺷䘬ⶍἄ㗪攻攟⹎
⣏䲬 50 ↮揀炻᷎㭼⍇⃰㚜⣂⛘䓐㯜Ἦ
㲿㹴ⶍἄ䘬㬍樇⤪ᶳˤ
1. ≈㯜  㕳廱㺦䫺

ἧ䓐㗪攻⣏䲬 20 ↮揀

● 㔜ᾳ呠㰥㲿㹴㛇攻⎗傥悥ᶵ㚫↢䎦呠

㰥ˤ
● ᶨ⋲堋䈑慷㗪炻呠㰥㲿㹴≇傥㓰㝄㚜

Ἓˤ
● 呠㰥䦳⺷䳸㜇㗪炻堋䈑⮯嬲⼿㚜㹓㘾ˣ

㚜㝼庇᷎⽆㺦䫺ᷕ僓暊ˤ
⤪㝄怠㑯Ḯ呠㰥㲿㹴怠枭炻㺪㲿㹓
⹎⮯㚫⋯檀ˤ
⛐呠㰥㲿㹴㛇攻炻㲿堋㨇䘬㌺㯜䭉
⎗傥㚫㌺↢呠㰥炻忁Ⱄ㕤㬋ⷠ䎦
尉炻ᶵ㚫⺽崟⟙嬎ˤ

Quick (快速)
ἧ䓐娚怠枭炻ぐ⎗ẍ䷖䞕䦳⺷㊩临
㗪攻ˤ娚怠枭⎗䓐㕤ⷞ㚱庽⛇䘬堋
䈑ㆾ⼭侣㕘䘬堋㚵ˤ
娚怠枭⮯㷃⮹ⶍἄ㗪攻㺪㲿
㫉㔠ˤ
⤪㝄ぐ暨天⡆≈㚜⣂䘬㺪㲿昶
㭝炻⎴㗪㊱ᶳ“Spin”+“Option”炻
⌛⎗㶣≈ȾExtra Rinse
㺪㲿⡆≈ ȿ怠枭ˤ

⛐㊱ᶳ㊱憽 Start/Pause ⼴ 㨇☐
⮯攳⥳≈㯜忚ℍ㺦䫺᷎ㄊㄊ㕳廱㺦
䫺炻Ἦ↮㔋堋䈑㹞妋㲿堋䰱ˤ
2. 㴠㲉堋䈑

ἧ䓐㗪攻⣏䲬 30 ↮揀
㨇☐⮯忚ℍ㴠㲉堋䈑
䘬䦳⺷炻㺦䫺⮯朄㬊
᷎„䇦廱≽Ἦ↮㔋堋
䈑ˤ

3. ⛐㴠㲉堋䈑⬴ㆸᷳ⼴炻㨇☐⮯忚

埴ℵ㫉㩊㞍㯜䲣䴙炻᷎忚ℍᶳᶨᾳ
怠㑯䘬䦳⺷炻䓐䘬㗗⍇⃰㴠㲉堋䈑
䘬㯜ˤ

㲐シ烉
⤪㝄ぐᶵ暨天ἧ䓐⍇⃰㴠㲉堋䈑䘬㯜Ἦ
㲿㹴堋䈑炻婳㊱⤪ᶳ䦳⺷㑵ἄˤ
1. ㊱ᶳ㊱憽 Start/Pause Ἦ 㬊㲿堋㨇
䘬忳埴炻ᷳ⼴㊱ᶳ㊱憽 On/Off Ἦ斄

㨇ˤ
2. ℵ㫉 ㊱ᶳ㊱憽 On/Off Ἦ攳㨇

㶣≈㲿堋䰱炻ᷳ⼴怠㑯Y暨天䘬㲿
堋䦳⺷炻 ℵ㫉㊱ᶳ㊱憽 Start/Pause
Ἦ攳⥳怠㑯䘬慵㕘㲿㹴䘬䦳⺷炻㨇☐
⮯冒≽㩊㞍㌺㓦↢㺦䫺墉䘬㯜᷎ℵ
㫉≈ℍ㕘䘬㯜Ἦ䓐㕤㲿㹴ˤ
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Rinse & Spin 㺪㲿僓㯜

㲐シ烉
⎗怠㑯ảỽ㹓⹎炻Ữ⺢嬘娚忙㛇ἧ䓐
Ⱦ⅟ Cold ȿ㯜炻⚈䁢庫䅙䘬㯜⎗
傥㚫忈ㆸ刚㔹ˤ
⛐㬋ⷠ䘬㲿㹴忙㛇ᷕ炻⺢嬘ἧ䓐ᶨ⭂慷
䘬㲿㹴∹ˤ⽭天㗪炻⎗ẍἧ䓐怑䓐㕤举
䵕䘬㺪䘥∹ㆾ㴠㲉∹炻⮯⬫ᾹᾺℍ㲿㹴
∹㴠㲉㦥ᷕ⌛⎗ˤ

ἧ䓐㬌怠枭炻ぐ⎗ẍ➟埴怠⭂㲿㹴
䦳⺷⎒㗗ᶨᾳ㚨⼴䘬㰾㲿ˤ
⤪㝄ぐḇ姕伖Ⱦ㺪㲿⡆≈ȿ≇傥
炻㲿堋㨇⮯㶣≈ℑ㫉㺪㲿ˤ
⤪㝄怬姕伖ḮȾᶵ僓㯜ȿ No Spin 
怠枭炻⇯姕⁁⎒㰾㲿ˤ

Drain & Spin ㌺㯜僓㯜 
㬌怠枭怑䓐㕤⼰㼖㽽䘬堋㚵ẍ昌
⍣㯜㕳廱ˤ
⤪㝄怬姕伖ḮȾᶵ僓㯜ȿ No Spin 
怠枭炻⇯姕⁁⎒㰾㲿ˤ

枸䲬 妠㍏㊱憽
攳⥳娚䦳⺷ᷳ⇵炻娚怠枭⎗嬻ぐ⮯㲿㹴䦳⺷䘬䳸㜇㗪攻⽆军⮹ ⮷㗪䓴⭂䁢军⣂
20 ⮷㗪ˤ
⤪㝄䦳⺷㊩临㗪攻⣏㕤 3 ⮷㗪 炷㚨⮷ῤ炸炻⇯Ⱦ⺞怚䳸㜇ȿ怠枭䘬崟⥳ῤ
䁢 4 ⮷㗪ˤ
㊱ᶳȾ⺞怚䳸㜇ȿ妠㍏㜧炻怠㑯ぐ゛天䘬䳸㜇㗪攻ˤ栗䣢☐栗䣢㗪㔠炻妠㍏㜧ᶲ朊
䘬㊯䣢䅰嗽㕤Ṗ崟䉨ンˤ
怠㑯㲿㹴䦳⺷ᷳ⼴炻⽭枰怠㑯娚怠枭炻䃞⼴ℵ㊱ᶳȾ攳⥳㙓 ȿ妠㍏㜧ˤ
ἳ⤪炻⤪㝄ぐ怠䦳⺷䘬㊩临㗪攻䁢 3.20 ⮷㗪炻⎗⮯Ⱦ⺞怚䳸㜇ȿ㗪攻⭂佑䁢
6 ⮷㗪ˤ 忁シ␛叿ぐ䘬㲿㹴䦳⺷⮯⛐ 6 ⮷㗪ℏ䳸㜇ˤ 炷婳⍫夳ᶳ⚾炸

ق䇑ᰦ

ᐕઘ
ᵏѪ

᤹л
ĀᔰᲲڌā

ᔰ〻ᒿ

ઘᵏ㔃ᶏ

“Delay End” ᰦ䰤˖ሿᰦ

怠㑯Ⱦ⺞怚䳸㜇ȿ㗪攻⼴炻㊱ᶳȾ攳⥳㙓 ȿ妠㍏㜧炻攳⥳娚䦳⺷ˤ 䃞⼴㲿堋㨇⮯
忚ℍᾺ妰㗪᷎⛐栗䣢☐ᶲ㭷昼㔠⮷㗪⯙㚜㕘㗪攻ᶨ㫉炻䚜⇘⬫⇘忼㲿㹴忙㛇䘬崟溆ˤ
⤪㝄攳⥳娚䦳⺷ᷳ⼴ぐ゛ᾖ㓡ㆾ⍾㴰Ⱦ⺞怚䳸㜇ȿ怠枭炻婳➟埴ẍᶳ㬍樇烉
 ㊱ᶳȾ攳⥳㙓

ȿ妠㍏㜧炻⮯㲿堋㨇姕伖䁢Ⱦ㙓

ȿ烊

 ⍵⽑㊱ᶳȾ枸䲬∑检㗪攻ȿ妠㍏挝炻䚜⇘栗䣢ⷽᶲ栗䣢䘬枸䲬∑检㗪攻䁢Ⱦ
⌛⍾㴰怠㑯㬌怠枭烊
 ㊱ᶳȾ攳⥳㙓

ȿ炻攳⥳娚䦳⺷ˤ

ȿ炻
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3.6 設置
柵⢾㺪㲿 怠枭
怠㑯娚怠枭炻䁢娚䦳⺷㶣≈ 2 㫉㺪㲿ˤ
㬌怠枭⺢嬘䓐㕤⮵㲿㹴∹忶㓷䘬Ṣ佌ẍ
⍲㯜岒⼰庇䘬⛘⋨ˤ
㬌≇傥⡆≈Ḯ䭨䚖䘬㊩临㗪攻ˤ
天姕伖Ⱦ柵⢾㺪㲿ȿ怠枭烉
天┇䓐㬌≇傥炻婳⎴㗪㊱Ⱦ Spinȿ
ȾOptionȿ妠㍏㊱憽炻䚜⇘ LED
冱埴䘬Ⱦ
ȿ溆Ṗˤ
天 䓐㊱忁ℑᾳ妠㍏㜧⛐⎴ᶨ㗪
ȿ䄬㹭ˤ
攻炻䚜⇘ LED 䘬Ⱦ
⌛ἧ斄攱㲿堋㨇炻娚≇傥ὅ䃞⎗
䓐ˤ

┇䓐䤩䓐Ⱦ㲿㹴䳸㜇嚪沜
㧉⺷ȿ
㬌㧉⺷⃩姙ぐ┇䓐ㆾ䤩䓐㲿㹴䳸㜇㗪䘬
嚪沜倚ˤἳ⤪ぐ暨天⛐䜉奢㗪忚埴㲿
㹴炻ⶴ㛃䤩䓐娚嚪沜倚炻⽆侴⛐⣏䲬 
⮷㗪䘬㲿㹴䳸㜇⼴炻㲿堋㨇ᶵ㚫䘤↢倚
枛ㇻ㒦ぐ䘬ẹ〗ˤ
㬌姕伖䃉㱽䤩䓐㚱拗婌嚪沜倚炻
ἳ⤪⌙晒㓭晄ˤ
● ⤪暨䤩䓐嚪沜倚炻⎴㗪㊱ỷ
“Program”  “Temp” 妠㍏挝 3 䥺

揀炻᷎倥⇘Ⱦ▞炻▞ȿ倚ˤ
● ⤪暨《⽑満娵姕伖炻⎴㗪㊱ỷ忁ℑ
ᾳ妠㍏挝 3 䥺揀炻᷎倥⇘Ⱦ▞ȿ

倚ˤ

童鎖 選項 (

)

㛔㨇㍸ὃ䪍⬱ℐ挾≇傥炻⎗ẍ⛐㲿
堋㨇䃉Ṣ䚳䭉㗪ᾅ㊩㨇攨斄攱炻⽆侴
ᶵ⽭㑼⽫㲿堋㨇⮵䪍忈ㆸ ⭛ㆾ㛔
幓䘤䓇㎵⢆ˤ
㊱ᶳȾ┇≽㙓
㜧䘬姕伖㬌怠枭ˤ

ȿ⼴妠㍏

姕⭂䪍⬱ℐ挾怠枭烉
● ┇䓐㛔怠枭炻暨⎴㗪㊱ỷ妠㍏㜧ᶲ
ȿ
ȾTempȿȾSpinȿ炻䚜⇘Ⱦ

炷挾炸䘬㧁娴↢䎦᷎Ờ㚱倚枛ˤ
┇䓐㛔怠枭⼴炻⤪㝄ぐ妠䡘妠
㍏㜧䘬ảỽ悐↮炻Ⱦ
ȿ㧁
⽿⮯㚫攫䆵᷎Ờ㚱嚪沜倚ˤ
炷攳斄㊱憽昌⢾炸
● ⍾㴰㛔怠枭炻暨⎴㗪㊱ỷ妠㍏㜧ᶲ
ȾTempȿȾSpinȿ炻䚜⇘Ⱦ
ȿ

炷妋挾炸䘬㧁娴↢䎦᷎Ờ㚱倚枛ˤ
⌛ἧ姕⁁斄攱⼴炻㛔怠枭ṵᾅ
㊩┇䓐䉨ンˤ
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3.7 啟動/暫停 (
) 和添
加衣物 (
) 觸控鍵
㬌妠㍏挝㚱ℑᾳ≇傥烉
●

┇≽㙓
怠⭂暨䦳⺷怠枭⼴炻㊱ᶳ㬌妠㍏
挝┇≽㲿堋㨇ˤ┇≽㙓 ㊯䣢䅰⮯
㬊攫䆵᷎ⷠṖ炻䚜⇘㯜ỵ崭忶㨇攨
䘬ᶳ䶋炻忁㗪炻㊯䣢䅰㚫䄬㹭ˤ⤪㝄
ぐ怠㑯Ⱦ枸䲬∑检㗪攻ȿ怠枭炻Ὰ
妰㗪⮯攳⥳᷎栗䣢⛐栗䣢ⷽᶲˤ
⤪暨ᷕ㕟㬋⛐忳埴䘬䦳⺷炻㊱ᶳ㬌妠
㍏挝⌛⎗㙓 㲿堋㨇炻┇≽㙓 ㊯
䣢䅰攫䆵ˤ
⤪暨⽆䦳⺷塓ᷕ㕟䘬㗪῁慵㕘攳㨇䦳
⺷炻ℵ㫉㊱ᶳ㬌妠㍏挝炻┇≽㙓
㊯䣢䅰⮯ 㬊攫䆵ˤ

●

㶣≈堋䈑
䔞Ⱦ⡆≈堋䈑
ȿ㊯䣢䅰Ṗ
㗪㕡⎗⡆≈堋䈑ˤ
䦳⺷┇≽⼴炻Ἀ⎗ẍ忂忶ẍᶳ㬍樇⡆
≈堋䈑烉
 ㊱ᶳ妠㍏㜧ᶲ䘬Ⱦ
ȿ㊱憽㙓
㳩䦳ˤ
 ⼭㨇☐⬴ℐ 㬊⼴㕡⎗ㇻ攳攨ˤ
 ⡆≈堋䈑᷎斄⤥攨ˤ
 ㊱ᶳ妠㍏㜧ᶲ䘬Ⱦ
㨇䦳⺷ˤ

ȿ㊱憽慵㕘攳

⤪㝄㺦䫺ℏ㗗䅙㯜㗪炻䁢Ḯぐ
䘬⬱ℐ炻攨⮯ᾅ㊩挾⭂䉨ンˤ
晾䃞 LED 䅰ᾅ㊩Ṗ崟䉨ンˤ

4. 首次使用前
⬱墅㛇攻ㆾ䫔ᶨ㫉ἧ䓐⇵Ἀ㚫奨⮇⇘㨇
☐ℏ㚱ᶨṃ㯜ˤ
忁㗗ⶍ⺈⛐ ℐ≇傥㷔娎⼴㨇☐ℏ䘬∑
检䘬ᶨṃ㯜炻娚㷔娎㗗䁢Ḯ䡢ᾅṌẀ䴎
⭊㇞䘬㨇☐忳廱㬋ⷠˤ
1. 䡢ᾅ暣㯋㯜嶗忋㍍⫸⎰⬱墅婒㖶ˤ
2. ⎹㲿㹴∹㈽㓦㟤ℏ≈ℍġ2 ⋯㯜䓐㕤

ᷣ㲿昶㭝ˤ㬌㑵ἄ⮯┇≽㌺㯜䲣䴙ˤ

3. 㲿堋㨇ℏᶵ㶣≈堋䈑炻怠㑯㡱岒䷼䈑

䦳⺷᷎⮯㹓⹎姕⭂䁢 °C炻ẍ⍣昌
墥忈忶䦳ᷕℏ䫺⢾䫺ᶲ䘬㭀䔁䈑炻
䃞⼴┇≽㲿堋㨇ˤ
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5. 日常使用
5.1 放入衣物

5.2 使用洗滌劑和洗滌助劑

1. ㇻ攳㯜漵柕ˤ

在使用洗衣粉之前請閱讀 51 頁
洗衣粉使用類型和用量。

2. ⮯暣㸸㍺柕㍺ℍ暣㸸㍺⹏ˤ
3. ㊱ᶳ暣㸸攳斄┇≽㲿堋㨇ˤ⮵ㅱ䘬㊯

䣢䅰⮯Ṗ崟ˤ

1. 㲿㹴∹㈽㓦㉥Ⰴ䙺

按下程式的觸控板,要選擇您需要的
洗滌程式。(有關洗滌程式的更多資
訊，請第 50 頁上看到的)


⮵ㅱ䘬㊯䣢䅰⮯Ṗ崟ˤ



栗䣢ⷽ栗䣢䦳⺷䘬㊩临㗪攻ˤ

㲿㹴∹㑳㜧

ᷣ㲿㈽㓦㟤

㝼枮∹㈽㓦㟤

4. ⮷⽫⛘⎹⢾㉱≽㨇攨㈲ㇳ炻ㇻ攳

㨇攨ˤ
㩊㞍᷎⍾↢⎗傥句ℍ㉀怲嗽䘬䈑ẞ
炷⤪㝄㚱䘬娙炸ˤ

㲿㹴∹㈽㓦㉥Ⰴ䙺↮䁢Ḵᾳ㈽㓦㟤ˤ

5. ⮯堋䈑㓦ℍ㺦䫺ℏ炻㭷㫉㓦ℍᶨẞ炻

᷎⃀慷⮯堋䈑㈾攳
6. 斄攱㨇攨ˤ

⮷⽫
䡢ᾅ攨⮩㨇攨ᷳ攻㰺㚱⣦ỷảỽ
堋䈑ˤ

ᷣ㲿㈽㓦㟤
㬌㈽㓦㟤䓐㕤㈽㓦㚱㲿堋䦳⺷ἧ䓐
䘬㲿㹴∹ˤ



㝼枮∹㈽㓦㟤
㬌㈽㓦㟤䓐㕤㈽㓦堋䈑㝼枮∹ᶲ㻧
∹ˤ

䓐㕤㈽㓦䰱䉨ㆾ㵚橼㲿㹴∹䘬㑳㜧
ỵ伖⎹ᶳ烉怑⎰㈽㓦㵚橼㲿㹴∹ˤ
ỵ伖⎹ᶲ烉怑⎰㈽㓦䰱䉨㲿㹴∹
炷↢⺈姕伖炸ˤ

ἧ䓐㵚橼㲿㹴∹㗪烉
 婳⊧ἧ䓐先䉨ㆾ䱀䧈䘬㵚橼㲿㹴∹ˤ
 ㈽㓦䘬㵚橼㲿㹴∹ᶵ⼿崭忶㚨⣏㵚ỵ
䶂ˤ
 婳⊧姕⭂枸䲬≇傥ˤ
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ỵ伖⎹ᶲ烉怑⎰㈽㓦䰱䉨㲿㹴∹
炷↢⺈姕伖炸Ǆ

 ⤪㝄暨天炻⎗⮯堋䈑㝼枮∹Ὰℍ
㧁㚱
䘬㈽㓦㟤ᷕˤ

ỵ伖⎹ᶳ烉怑⎰㈽㓦㵚橼㲿㹴
∹ˤ

2. 慷⍾怑慷䘬㲿㹴∹堋䈑㝼枮∹烊

䓐慷ᶵ⼿崭忶㉥Ⰴ䙺䘬㚨⣏
㧁姀ȾMAXȿ

 ㉱↢㲿㹴∹㈽㓦㉥Ⰴ䙺炻䚜⇘㉱
ᶵ≽䁢㬊ˤ

⺢嬘ἧ䓐㽫䷖䷼䈑㝼庇∹㗪
⃰䓐㯜䦨慳㝼庇∹ˤ

 夾暨天慷⍾怑慷㲿㹴∹炻Ὰℍᷣ㲿
㈽㓦㟤ᷕˤ

 庽庽斄ᶲ㉥Ⰴ䙺ˤ
⛐㲿㹴䦳⺷⬴ㆸ⼴炻㲿㹴∹ˣ䷼
䈑㝼庇∹㯜⎗傥㚫㰱䧵⛐㲿㹴
∹㕁䙺墉ˤ⺢嬘䴻ⷠ㶭㲿㲿㹴∹
㕁䙺炻ẍ㶭昌㰱䧵䈑ˤ

5.3 選項設置
1. ⤪㝄ⶴ㛃ἧ䓐ᶵ⎴㕤㲿堋㨇⺢嬘䘬僓

㯜忇⹎㹓⹎㲿㹴堋䈑炻婳⍵⽑㊱僓
㯜ȾSpinȿ㹓⹎ȾTempȿ妠㍏㊱
憽㚜㓡僓㯜忇⹎㹓⹎ˤ
⤪㝄ⶴ㛃ἧ䓐䈡㬲≇傥㲿㹴堋䈑炻㟡
㒂暨天㊱䚠ㅱ䘬怠枭妠㍏㊱憽ˤ

㲐慳
 㟡㒂怠⭂䘬㲿堋䦳⺷䘬ᶵ⎴炻⎗
ẍ䳬⎰ἧ䓐⎬䧖ᶵ⎴䘬≇傥ˤ
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- ⤪㝄怠㑯冯枸姕㲿㹴䦳⺷ᶵ䚠⭡䘬

怠枭炻Ⱦ
↢▞▞倚ˤ

ȿ㴰〗⮯攫䆵炻᷎䘤

2. ⤪㝄ⶴ㛃䷖䞕㲿堋㗪攻炻⍵⽑㊱
“Quick” 妠㍏㊱憽䷖䞕㲿堋㗪攻ˤ

⤪㝄ⶴ㛃枸䲬㲿堋䦳⺷炻㊱枸䲬妠㍏
㊱憽
怠㑯㲿堋㨇䘬枸䲬㗪攻ˤ

5.4 啟動程式 (

5.7 更改選項
䦳⺷┇≽⼴炻⎒傥㚜㓡悐↮怠枭ˤ
1. ㊱┇≽㙓

妠㍏㊱憽ˤ⮵ㅱ䘬㧁娴
⮯攳⥳攫䆵ˤ

2. 㚜㓡怠枭ˤ
3. ℵ㫉㊱┇≽㙓

妠㍏㊱憽ˤ䦳⺷⮯

两临忳埴ˤ

)

天┇≽䦳⺷炻婳㊱┇≽㙓

妠㍏㊱憽炻⮵ㅱ䘬㊯䣢䅰⮯ 㬊攫䆵
炻栗䣢ⷽᶲ⮯栗䣢枸姕䘬䦳⺷㊩临㗪
攻ˤ

㲐シ炰
⤪㝄⛐䦳⺷㬋⛐忳埴㗪㊱ᶳảỽ
妠㍏挝炻栗䣢ⷽ⮯栗䣢Ⱦ
ȿ
㴰〗炻᷎䘤↢▞▞倚ˤ炷┇≽㙓
妠㍏挝暣㸸攳斄㊱憽昌⢾炸
䦳⺷┇≽䲬 ↮揀⼴烉
㲿堋㨇⮯㟡㒂堋䈑栆✳堋䈑慷冒
≽婧㔜怠⭂䘬䦳⺷㊩临㗪攻ˤ
栗䣢ⷽ⮯栗䣢婧㔜⼴䘬䦳⺷㊩临
㗪攻ˤ

5.5 中斷程式
 天㙓 䦳⺷炻婳㊱┇≽㙓 ㊱憽ˤ
⮵ㅱ䘬㧁娴⮯攳⥳攫䆵ˤ
 ℵ㫉㊱┇≽㙓 妠㍏㊱憽ˤ䦳⺷⮯
两临忳埴ˤ

5.6 更改程式
天㚜㓡㬋⛐忳埴䘬䦳⺷炻⎒傥斄攱㲿堋
㨇暣㸸ˤ
 ㊱暣㸸攳斄㊱憽⍾㴰䦳⺷᷎斄攱㲿
堋㨇ˤ
 ℵ㫉㊱暣㸸攳斄㊱憽┇≽㲿堋㨇ˤ
㬌㗪⌛⎗姕⭂㕘䘬㲿堋䦳⺷ˤ
⛐㬌㛇攻炻㲿堋㨇ᶵ㚫㌺㯜ˤ

5.8 打開機門
㲿堋䦳⺷ㆾ枸䲬≇傥忳埴㗪炻㨇攨⮯ᾅ
㊩䵲挾䉨ン炻⎴㗪栗䣢ⷽ栗䣢Ⱦ
ȿ
㧁娴ˤ
椾⃰㊱┇≽㙓 妠㍏㊱憽炻⮯㲿堋㨇姕
䁢ȾPAUSEȿ炷㙓 炸䉨ンˤ⼭攨挾㧁
娴Ⱦ
ȿ䄬㹭⼴炻⌛⎗⮯㨇攨ㇻ攳ˤ
⤪㝄攨挾㧁娴Ⱦ
ȿ㰺㚱㴰⣙炻堐
䣢㲿堋㨇䴻⛐≈䅙炻᷎ᶼ㯜ỵ檀↢㨇
攨⸽怲炻ㆾ侭㺦䫺㬋⛐廱≽ˤ忁䧖ね㱩
ᶳ炻㨇攨⮯䃉㱽ㇻ攳ˤ⤪㝄ぐ暨天ㇻ攳
⬫炻Ἀ⽭枰㿅⸡㯜攳攨ˤ
天㿅⸡㯜炻Ἀ⽭枰斄攱㊱ᶳȾ On/Offȿ
㊱憽炻斄攱暣☐攳斄㨇ˤ攳┇㛔㨇炻䃞
⼴怠㑯ȾDrain & Spinȿ怠枭炻䃞⼴㊱
ȾStart/Pauseȿ 妠㍏㜧Ἦ㑵ἄ枭䚖ˤ
ぐ⎗ẍ怠㑯ȾNo Spinȿ炻⤪㝄Ἀ゛⛐
㨇☐⎒㿅⸡㯜ˤ
如果是緊急情況下需要立即打開門。
請閱讀“緊急開門”第 59 頁上。
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5.9 程式結束
 㲿堋㨇⮯冒≽ 㬊忳埴ˤ
 ㍸䣢倚⮯枧崟ˤ
 栗䣢ⷽ⮯栗䣢Ⱦ
ȿˤ
 ┇≽㙓 妠㍏㊱憽䘬㧁娴⮯䄬㹭ˤ
 攨挾㧁娴Ⱦ
ȿ⮯䄬㹭ˤ
 ⮯堋䈑⽆㲿堋㨇ℏ⍾↢ˤ䡢ᾅ㺦䫺
⬴ℐ㶭䨢ˤ
 ᾅ㊩㨇攨⽖攳炻ẍ㹳䓇溜却䓊
䓇䔘␛ˤ
 斄攱㯜漵柕ˤ

㲐慳
⛐㲿㹴䦳⺷䳸㜇㗪炻㲿㹴∑检㗪攻⎗
䨩䃞⽆ ↮揀ㆾ㚜䞕㗪攻䷖䞕军 
↮揀炻忁㗗⚈䁢⛐冒≽デㅱ堋㚵⭡慷
㗪枸Ộ䘬䷥㲿㹴㗪攻忶攟ˤ⛐㝸ṃ
ね㱩ᶳ炷屈匟⬴伶⸛堉炸炻⛐冒≽デ
ㅱ堋㚵⭡慷ᷳ⼴炻㲿㹴㗪攻⎗傥㚫䞕
㕤枸Ộ㗪攻ˤ忁㗗㨇☐䘬㬋ⷠⶍἄ炻
⚈㬌ᶵ⽭㑼⽫炻⚈℞᷎ᶵ㚫⼙枧㲿㹴
㓰㝄ˤ

5.10 洗衣程式已完成，但滾
筒 內仍然有水 ( 使用選項
Rinse Hold )
 㺦䫺⮯⭂㗪廱≽炻ẍ旚㬊堋䈑崟䙢ˤ
 娚㊯㧁 “Start/Pause” 攫䆵炻㍸愺ぐ
㿅⸡㯜ˤ
 攨挾㧁娴Ⱦ
ȿ⮯Ṗ崟ˤ 㨇攨
ᾅ㊩䵲挾䉨ンˤ
ぐ⽭枰⮯㯜㌺䨢ㇵ傥ㇻ攳㨇攨ˤ

天忚埴㌺㯜烉
1. ㊱ᶳ “Start/Pause

” 妠㍏㜧ˤ 㲿
堋㨇㌺㯜᷎㊱䄏怠䦳⺷䘬㚨⣏僓⸡
忇⹎㕳廱ˤ

ㆾ侭炻㊱ “Start/Pause” 妠㍏㜧ᷳ⇵炻
ぐ⎗ẍ㊱ᶳ “Spin” 妠㍏㜧㓡嬲㕳廱忇
⹎ˤ⤪㝄ぐ⎒゛㌺㯜炻⇯⎗ẍ怠㑯
“No Spin”炻䃞⼴㊱ᶳ“Start/Pause” 妠
㍏㜧ˤ㲿堋㨇⮯㌺㯜㕳廱ˤ

2. 䦳⺷䳸㜇㗪炻攨挾㧁娴Ⱦ

ȿ⮯

䄬㹭炻忁㗪⎗ẍㇻ攳㨇攨ˤ
3. ㊱ᶳ “On/Off” ㊱憽斄攱姕⁁ˤ

㲐シ烉
⣏䲬 18 ⮷㗪⼴炻⤪㝄ぐᶵ㊱ᶳȾ攳⥳
㙓 ȿ妠㍏㜧炻㲿堋㨇⮯冒≽㌺㯜
㕳廱炷昌ȾWoolȿ䦳⺷⢾炸ˤ

5.11 AUTO Off 功能
AUTO Off ≇傥㟡㒂ẍᶳね㱩冒≽
妋昌㨇☐㑵ἄẍ㷃⮹便暣慷 烉
䔞ぐ怬㰺㊱ᶳ “Start/Pause” ㊱憽
ᷳ⇵ḇ㰺㊱ᶳảỽ㊱憽䲬Ḽ↮揀ˤ
㊱ᶳ “On/Off” ㊱憽ẍ慵㕘㑵
ἄ㨇☐ˤ
䔞㲿㹴䳸㜇Ḽ↮揀ᷳ⼴ˤ
㊱ᶳ “On/Off” ㊱憽ẍ慵㕘㑵
ἄ㨇☐ˤ
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6. 洗衣提示
6.1 對衣物進行分類
婳思⽒㭷ẞ㚵墅㧁䰌ᶲ䘬㲿堋ẋ䡤䫎嘇
ẍ⍲墥忈⓮䘬㲿㹴婒㖶ˤ⮵堋䈑忚埴ẍ
ᶳ↮栆烉 䘥刚䷼䈑ˣ⼑刚䷼䈑ˣ⊾举
䷼䈑ˣ举⸤䷼䈑ˣ伲㮃䷼䈑ˤ

6.2 溫度
90°C

60°C

40°C
30°C

⅟㯜

橺㰁䦳⹎ᶨ凔䘬䘥刚㡱湣栆䷼
䈑炷⤪勞ⶦˣ㮃ⶦˣ㟴ⶫˣ⸲
╖䫱炸ˤ
橺㰁䦳⹎ᶨ凔ᶼᶵ壒刚䘬㡱
湣ㆾ⊾举栆堋䈑炷⤪夗堓ˣ
䜉堵ˣ䜉堋䫱炸ㆾ侭橺㰁䦳
⹎庫庽䘬䘥刚㡱岒堋䈑炷⤪
ℏ堋壚炸ˤ
䱦䶣䷼䈑炷⤪䵚䛤䨿䯦炸炻㶟
⎰朊㕁堋䈑炷⊭㊔⊾举堋䈑炸
ẍ⍲ⷞȾ䲼㕘伲㮃ˣ⎗㨇㲿ˣ
ᶵ䷖㯜ȿ㧁䰌䘬伲㮃堋䈑ˤ

6.3 放入衣物之前

㕘䘬⼑刚堋䈑⛐⇅㫉㲿㹴㗪⎗傥㚫㌱
刚炻⚈㬌䫔ᶨ㫉ㅱ╖䌐↮攳㲿㹴ˤ
攳⥳㲿堋ᷳ⇵炻⃰䤃昌枹⚢㰉㻔ˤ
⎗䓐⮰䓐㲿㹴∹ㆾ儷䉨㲿㹴∹㒎㲿䈡
⇍橺㰁䘬悐ỵˤㅱ⮷⽫嫡ヶ⛘嗽䎮䨿
䯦ˤ⎗⍾ᶳ戌⫸ㆾ侭⮯⬫Ᾱ䲣⤥⼴㓦
ℍ㲿堋堳ㆾ㲿堋䵚ℏˤ

6.4 最大衣物量
䦳⺷堐悐↮䴎↢Ḯ⺢嬘䘬㚨⣏㲿堋慷ˤ
➢㛔⍇⇯⤪ᶳ烉
㡱湣䷼䈑烉
⊾举䷼䈑烉
䱦䶣䷼䈑伲
㮃䷼䈑烉

墅㺧㺦䫺炻Ữᶵ傥⠆
⼿⣒㺧烊
ᶵ崭忶㺦䫺⭡慷䘬ᶨ
⋲烊
ᶵ崭忶㺦䫺⭡慷䘬ᶱ
↮ᷳᶨˤ

㊱㚨⣏堋䈑慷㲿㹴⎗ẍἧ㯜傥㸸⼿⇘
檀㓰⇑䓐ˤ⮵㕤橺㰁䦳⹎♜慵䘬堋䈑炻
ㅱ怑䔞㷃⮹堋䈑慷ˤ

6.5 去除污漬
⎒月㯜㲿㹴∹⎗傥䃉㱽⍣昌枹⚢㰉㻔
ˤ⚈㬌⛐攳⥳㲿堋⇵炻⺢嬘枸⃰⮵枹⚢
㰉㻔忚埴嗽䎮ˤ
埨㻔烉ἧ䓐⅟㯜嗽䎮㕘㱦㝻䘬埨㻔ˤ
⮵㕤⸡㌱䘬埨㻔炻⃰⮯堋䈑㓦ℍ㹞㚱⮰
䓐㲿㹴∹䘬㯜ᷕ㴠㲉ᶨ㘂炻䃞⼴ℵ䓐偍
䘪㯜㎻㲿ˤ
䡢ᾅ堋䈑ℏ㰺㚱䔁ᶳảỽ慹Ⱄ䈑ẞ
炷⤪檖⣦ˣ⇍憅ˣ梦憅炸ˤ
㈋⤥㜽⣿ˣ㉱䵲㉱拲炻㈋⎰戌㈋
㊱㈋ˤ䲣⤥㚱儘ⷞㆾ攟ⷞ⫸ˤ
⛐㲿堋堳ᷕ㲿㹴傠休ˣ忋壚夒℞
Ṿ䱦䳘䷼䈑炻ぐ⎗ẍ⛐崭ⶪ岤屟㲿
堋堳ˤ
婳䡢ᾅ㡱举㓞普☐冯㡱岒堋䈑↮攳㲿
㹴ˤ
↯⊧⮯䘥刚冯⼑刚堋䈑ᶨ⎴㲿㹴ˤ
䘥刚堋䈑⎗傥㚫⛐㲿堋忶䦳╒⣙㻼䘥
⹎ˤ

㱡⿏柷㕁烉⃰䓐庽㱡⍣㰉∹㴠㽽炻ℵ⮯
堋䈑⸛㓦⛐庇ⶫᶲ炻䃞⼴庽庽㒎㊕㰉㻔
烊忚埴⣂㫉嗽䎮ˤ
Ḧ䆍䘬㱡㰉烉⃰䓐㜦䭨㱡㴠㽽炻ℵ⮯堋
䈑⸛㓦⛐㝼庇堐朊炻䃞⼴䓐㊯⮾㡱ⶫ
庽庽㒎㊕㰉㻔ˤ
接嶉烉⛐䅙㯜ᷕ㹞妋勱愠炻ㆾ侭⛐⅟㯜
ᷕἧ䓐昌接䓊⑩ˤ嗽䎮㖑⃰↢䎦䘬接嶉
㗪ㅱ⣂≈⮷⽫炻⚈䁢㬌㗪堋䈑䘬举䵕䳈
䳸㥳塓䟜⢆炻ẍ㭼庫⭡㖻䟜㳆ˤ
溜㔹烉䓐㺪䘥∹嗽䎮炻䃞⼴⃭↮㺪㲿
炷旸䘥刚ᶵ壒刚堋䈑炸ˤ
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勱㻔烉䓐偍䘪庽庽㒎㲿炻䃞⼴䓐㺪䘥∹
嗽䎮炷旸䘥刚ᶵ壒刚堋 䈑炸ˤ
⚻䎈䫮嶉先㯜烉⃰䓐᷁愖㹞㵚
㴠
㽽炻ℵ⮯堋䈑⸛㓦⛐庇ⶫᶲ炻䃞⼴庽庽
㒎㊕㰉㻔ˤ
⒯儷烉㊱ᶲ徘㕡㱽䓐᷁愖㹞㵚
㴠
㽽炻䃞⼴䓐䓚➢⊾惺䱦忚埴嗽䎮ˤ䓐㺪
䘥∹⍣昌䘥刚䷼䈑ᶲ㭀䔁䘬ảỽ䕽嶉ˤ

⡐㯜烉㟡㒂⡐㯜栆✳䘬ᶵ⎴炻⃰䓐᷁
愖㹞㵚
㴠㲉堋䈑炻䃞⼴ℵ䓐愳
愠㴠㲉烊䓐㺪䘥∹嗽䎮䘥刚堋䈑ᶲ㭀
䔁䘬ảỽ䕽嶉炻䃞⼴⽡⸽㺪㲿Ḧ㶐ˤ
䃎㱡㰉㻔烉⃰䓐⍣㰉∹ˣ䓚➢⊾惺䱦
ㆾ庽岒㰥㱡忚埴嗽䎮炻䃞⼴䓐儷䉨㲿
㹴∹㒎㲿ˤ
ᶵ天⮵Ṣ忈䴚䷼䈑ἧ䓐᷁愖ˤ

䲭惺烉⛐㹞㚱㲿㹴∹䘬㯜ᷕ㴠㲉炻㺪㲿
⼴䓐愳愠ㆾ㩠㩔愠忚埴嗽䎮炻䃞⼴㺪㲿
Ḧ㶐ˤ䓐㺪䘥∹嗽䎮㚱㭀䔁䕽嶉ˤ

6.6 洗衣粉使用類型和用量
㛔㲿堋㨇㍐啎ἧ䓐Ỷ㲉㲿堋䰱ẍ性㲉
㱓忶⣂炻⼙枧㲿㹴⿏傥⮵㨇☐忈ㆸ
⭛ˤ⮰攨䁢㺦䫺㲿堋㨇姕妰䘬Ỷ㲉㲿堋
䰱ⷠⷠ㧁䣢㚱 “Low Suds”, “Super Low
Suds”ˤ㭼⤪ 㲿堋䰱 “Spin”, “TOP”.
ᶵ天ἧ䓐拗婌栆✳䘬㲿堋䰱ˤ

⺢嬘⇅㫉ἧ䓐㗪㟡㒂㲿堋䰱墥忈⓮䘬
婒㖶䃞⼴㟡㒂㲿㹴䳸㝄Ἦ婧㔜ᶳᶨ
㫉䘬㲿堋䰱䓐慷ˤ

㭼⤪ᶵ天⛐㛔㨇☐ἧ䓐㲊廒⺷炻ㇳ㲿㲿
堋䰱偍䘪䰱ˤ拗婌䘬㲿堋䰱栆✳⎗傥
⮶农忶慷䘬㲉㱓炻崭攟䘬㲿㹴㗪攻炻庫
Ỷ䘬僓㯜廱忇炻㭼庫ⶖ䘬㺪㲿䳸㝄⮶
农暣㨇崭庱ˤ

㲿堋䰱䓐⮹Ḯ㚫⮶农
㲉㱓忶⣂
㺪㲿䳸㝄ᶵ⤥
㲿㹴㓰㝄ᶵἛ

㲿堋䰱䓐慷

⛐ᶳ朊䘬ね㱩ᶳ暨天㷃⮹㲿堋䰱䓐慷

㬋䡢䘬㲿堋䰱䘬䓐慷ᶵ⎗ẍᾅ嫱㲿㹴
⿏傥炻怬⎗ẍ性㴒屣ᾅ嬟䑘⠫ˤ
晾䃞㲿堋䰱㚨⼴傥塓䓇䈑旵妋炻Ữ㲿堋
䰱ᷕ⏓㚱⣏慷⮶农䓇ンᶵ⸛堉䘬䈑岒ˤ
怠㑯㲿堋䰱䓐慷䘬㟡㒂
䷼䈑栆✳炻㭼⤪䱦䳘炻伲㮃炻䲼㡱
䫱䫱 ˤ
堋㚵䘬柷刚
堋㚵䘬橺㰁䦳⹎
堋㚵慷䘬⣂⮹
㲿㹴㹓⹎
㯜䘬䠔⹎
㯜䘬䠔⹎↮䁢ᶵ⎴䘬䠔⹎䫱䳂ˤ
㯜䘬䠔⹎⎗ẍ⽆ὃ㯜℔⎠ㆾ㛔⛘䘬䚠斄
㯜⊁䭉䎮悐攨䌚⼿ˤ

㲿堋䰱䓐⮹Ḯ㚫⮶农
堋㚵怬㚱㭀䔁㰉❊

㲿㹴⮹慷堋㚵
堋㚵ᶵ⣒橺
㲿㹴忶䦳ᷕ㲉㱓忶⣂
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7. 國際洗衣代碼符號
䷼䈑㧁䰌ᶲ㚫ⷞ㚱ẍᶳ䫎嘇炻ẍ婔㖶ぐ怠㑯㚨Ἓ䘬堋䈑嬟䎮㕡⺷ˤ

⻟≃㲿

ㇳ㲿

㚨檀㲿㹴 㚨檀㲿㹴
㚨檀㲿㹴
㚨檀㲿㹴
㹓⹎ 95 °C 㹓⹎ 60 °C 㹓⹎ 40 °C 㹓⹎ 30 °C

ᶵ⎗㲿

庽㝼㲿

㺪䘥

⅟㯜㺪䘥

ᶵ⎗㺪䘥

䅐䆁

檀㹓䅐䆁㚨檀

ᷕ㹓䅐䆁㚨檀

Ỷ㹓䅐䆁㚨檀

ᶵ⎗䅐䆁

Ḧ㲿

⎗䓐㚱㹞∹
忚埴Ḧ㲿

⎗䓐⚃㯗ḁ䂗ˣ
㰥㱡ˣ䲼惺䱦ˣ
R 111  R 113
忚埴Ḧ㲿

⎗䓐㰥㱡ˣ䲼惺
䱦  R 113 忚
埴Ḧ㲿

ᶵ⎗Ḧ㲿

200 °C

150 °C

110 °C

檀㹓
Ỷ㹓㺦
⸡堋

⸛㓌Ḧ䆍

ㆠ㍃Ḧ䆍

伖㕤堋㝞ᶲ

䫺Ḧ䆍

ᶵ⎗㺦䫺Ḧ䆍

8. 保養和清潔
嬎⏲炰 ⛐忚埴ảỽ㶭䎮ㆾ䵕嬟
ⶍἄᷳ⇵炻⽭枰㕟攳㲿堋㨇冯
暣㸸䘬忋㍍ˤ

8.2 除垢
㖍ⷠἧ䓐䘬㯜ᷕ忂ⷠ⏓㚱䞛䀘ˤ⚈㬌㚨
⤥⭂㛇⛐㲿堋㨇ℏἧ䓐㯜庇⊾䰱∹ˤ

8.1 外部清潔

㬌枭ⶍἄㅱ冯㲿堋↮攳忚埴炻᷎ㅱ思䄏
㯜庇⊾䰱∹墥忈⓮䘬ἧ䓐婒㖶ˤ

ἧ䓐偍䘪㹓㯜㶭㻼㲿堋㨇ˤ婳㒎Ḧ
㚱堐朊ˤ

忁⮯㚱≑㕤旚㬊⼊ㆸ䞛䀘岒㰱䧵䈑ˤ

⮷⽫炰 ᶵ天ἧ䓐惺䱦ˣ㹞∹ㆾ
⊾⬠墥⑩ˤ

8.3 每次洗衣後
⮯㨇攨㔆攳ᶨ㚫ˤ忁㧋 㚱≑㕤旚㬊㲿
堋㨇ℏ悐䘤溜䓊䓇䔘␛ˤ⛐㲿堋⼴⮯
㨇攨㔆攳怬㚱⇑㕤ᾅ㊩攨⮩䘬⭮⮩⿏ˤ

繁體中文

8.4 維護洗滌
ἧ䓐Ỷ㹓㲿㹴㗪炻㺦䫺ℏ悐⎗傥㚫⬀䧵
ᶨṃ㭀䔁䈑ˤ
ㆹᾹ⺢嬘⭂㛇忚埴䵕嬟㲿㹴ˤ
天忚埴䵕嬟㲿㹴烉
ㅱ㶭䨢㺦䫺ℏ䘬堋䈑ˤ
怠㑯㹓⹎㚨檀䘬㡱岒䷼䈑㲿堋䦳⺷ˤ
㊱ġStart/Pauseġ┇≽䦳⸷ˤ

8.5 清潔投放抽屜盒
㲿堋䰱㲿㹴≑∹㈽㓦㉥Ⰴ䙺ㅱ⭂㛇㶭
㻼ˤ
⎹ᶳ㊱⡻⌉戌᷎⎹⢾㉱↢炻⍾ᶳ㉥Ⰴ䙺
ˤ⛐㯜漵柕ᶳ㰾㲿㉥Ⰴ䙺ℏ悐炻㶭昌䧵
倂䘬ảỽ㲿堋䰱ˤ

8.6 清潔抽屜盒的凹槽
⍾ᶳ㉥Ⰴ䙺⼴炻ἧ䓐⮷⇟⫸㶭㻼↡㦥炻
䡢ᾅ⍣昌↡㦥ᶲ悐ᶳ悐㭀䔁䘬㚱㲿
堋䰱ˤ⮯㉥Ⰴ䙺㓦⚆⍇ỵ炻䃞⼴㺦䫺ℏ
ᶵ㓦堋䈑炻䨢㨇忳埴ᶨ㫉㺪㲿䦳⺷ˤ

8.7 清洗抽屜底部
䁢Ḯὧ㕤㶭㻼炻ㅱ㉮ᶳ㲿㹴≑∹㈽㓦㟤
䘬ᶲ悐ˤ

㲿㹴忙㛇䳸㜇⼴炻㭀䔁䘬㝼庇∹㯜⎗
傥㚫䔁⛐㝼庇∹↮䘤☐ᷕˤ⺢嬘⭂㛇㶭
㲿㝼庇∹↮䘤☐⸽悐炻ẍ㶭昌ảỽ㭀䔁
䈑ˤ
㶭㻼㝼庇∹↮䘤☐⸽悐䘬㬍樇烉
1. ⽆℞↡㦥ᷕ㉱↢㉥Ⰴ炻⮯⸽悐⎹ᶲ

侣崟ˤ
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2. ㍐≽㈋ẞ炻㉱↢㝼庇∹⸽味ˤ

8.8 清潔進水管篩檢程式
⤪㝄ぐ䔞⛘䘬㯜岒⼰䠔炻ㆾ侭㯜ᷕ⏓㚱
䞛䀘岒㰱䧵䈑炻忚㯜䭉䮑㩊䦳⺷⎗傥㚫
䘤䓇⟝⠆ˤ⚈㬌㚨⤥㗪ⷠ㶭㻼忚㯜䭉䮑
㩊䦳⺷ˤ

天㶭㻼忚㯜䭉䮑㩊䦳⺷烉
1. 斄攱㯜漵柕ˤ
2. ⽆㯜漵柕ᶲ⌠ᶳ忚㯜庇䭉ˤ

3. ⛐㯜漵柕ᶳ朊ἧ䓐冲䈁⇟㶭㲿↮䘤☐ˤ

3. ἧ䓐䠔㮃⇟㶭㻼忚㯜庇䭉䮑㩊䦳⺷ˤ
4. ⌠ᶳ㨇側䘬忚㯜庇䭉ˤ
5. ἧ䓐䠔㮃⇟ㆾ㮃ⶦ㶭㻼敍攨ᷕ䘬䮑

㩊䦳⺷ˤ

4. 斄攱㝼庇∹⸽味ˤ

6.

慵㕘墅⤥忚㯜庇䭉ˤ䡢ᾅ忋㍍䈊⚢
ẍ旚㬊㺷㯜ˤ

7.

ㇻ攳㯜漵柕ˤ

繁體中文

5. ⼭ᶵℵ㚱㯜㳩↢㗪炻慵㕘墅⤥忚㯜

庇䭉㌺㯜庇䭉ˤ

ℵ㫉ἧ䓐㲿堋㨇⇵炻䡢ᾅ␐⚵㹓⹎
檀㕤 Ʊ&ˤ

8.9 預防霜凍
⤪㝄㲿堋㨇⬱墅⛐㹓⹎⎗傥旵军 Ʊ&
ẍᶳ䘬⛘㕡炻婳⮯忚㯜庇䭉㌺㯜㲝ᷕ
㭀䔁䘬㯜㌺䨢ˤ

䵲⿍㌺㯜
1. ⽆暣㸸㍺⹏ᶲ㉼ᶳ暣㸸㍺柕ˤ斄攱

㯜漵柕ˤ
2. ⍾ᶳ忚㯜庇䭉ˤ
3. ⮯㌺㯜庇䭉⽆⼴悐䘬䭉㈀ᶲ⍾ᶳ炻

䃞⼴⽆㯜㦥ㆾ㯜漵柕ᶲ㐀ᶳˤ

4. ⮯㌺㯜庇䭉忚㯜庇䭉䘬㛓䪗㓦⛐

ᶨᾳ⭡☐ℏˤ 嬻庇䭉ℏ䘬㯜㳩↢ˤ
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9. 故障診斷
9.1 可能的原因

⟙嬎ẋ䡤烉

㝸ṃ⓷柴㗗䓙㕤仢᷷䯉╖䵕嬟ㆾ䔷⾥忈ㆸ
䘬炻忁栆⓷柴䃉暨㯪≑⮰㤕Ṣ⒉炻⎗ẍ冒
庽檮妋㰢ˤ⛐倗专䔞⛘䵕ᾖ㚵⊁ᷕ⽫ᷳ
⇵炻婳⃰㊱䄏ᶳ堐↿㬍樇忚埴㩊㞍ˤ

㲿堋㨇ᶵ忚㯜ˤ
㲿堋㨇ᶵ㌺㯜ˤ
㨇攨㛒斄攱ㆾ㨇攨㛒⬴ℐ斄
♜ˤ婳㩊㞍攨炰

㓭晄㌺昌⼴炻婳㊱┇≽㙓 ㊱憽慵㕘攳㨇
䦳⺷ˤ⤪㝄忚埴ℐ朊㩊㞍⼴㓭晄ὅ䃞⬀⛐炻
婳冯䔞⛘䵕ᾖ㚵⊁ᷕ⽫倗专ˤ

⮑ヶ

䓐娚姕⁁Ἀ

ᷣ暣㸸ᶵ䨑⭂ˤ䫱⇘暣㸸䨑
⭂炻暣☐⯙㚫冒≽攳┇ˤ
娚姕⁁䘬暣⫸⃫ẞᷳ攻㰺㚱
Ṍ㳩ˤ斄攱᷎慵㕘攳┇ˤ

㩊㞍ᷳ⇵ˤ

㨇☐ℏ㺷㯜ˤ 暣娙㚵⊁ˤ

㓭晄

㲿堋㨇ᶵ┇≽烉

⎗傥䘬⍇⚈

妋㰢㕡㱽

㨇攨㛒斄攱ˤ 㓭晄ẋ䡤烉

斄䵲㨇攨ˤ

㍺柕㛒㬋䡢㍺ℍ暣㸸㍺⹏ˤ

⮯㍺柕㬋䡢㍺ℍ暣㸸㍺⹏ˤ

暣㸸㍺⹏㰺暣ˤ

婳㩊㞍ぐ䘬⭞⹕䓐暣姕㕥ˤ

㰺㚱㊱┇≽㙓
怠㑯Ḯ枸䲬

Delay End 䦳⺷ˤ

ᷣ暣㸸ᶵ䨑⭂ˤ炷⤪㝄
⛐栗䣢ⷽᶲˤ

㲿堋㨇ᶵ忚㯜烉

㲿堋㨇忚㯜炻Ữ晐
⌛⍰⮯㯜㌺↢烉

㲿堋㨇ᶵ㌺㯜
ㆾᶵ僓㯜烉

㊱┇≽㙓

㊱憽ġġġġġġˤ

↢䎦

㊱憽ˤ

⤪㝄天䩳⌛㲿㹴堋䈑炻⍾㴰
枸䲬䦳⺷ˤ
䫱⇘暣㸸䨑⭂炻暣☐⯙㚫冒
≽攳┇ˤ

㯜漵柕㛒ㇻ攳ˤ 㓭晄ẋ䡤烉

ㇻ攳㯜漵柕ˤ

㌺㯜庇䭉塓㒈⡻ㆾ㈕䳸ˤ 㓭晄
ẋ䡤烉

㩊㞍㌺㯜庇䭉䘬忋㍍ˤ

忚㯜庇䭉ᷕ䘬䮑㩊䦳⺷䘤䓇⟝
⠆ˤ 㓭晄ẋ䡤烉
㨇攨㛒⬴ℐ斄♜ˤ 㓭晄ẋ䡤烉

㶭㻼忚㯜庇䭉䮑㩊䦳⺷ˤ

㌺㯜庇䭉䘬㛓䪗⣒Ỷˤ
㓭晄ẋ䡤烉

⍫教Ⱦ㌺㯜ȿᶨ䭨䘬䚠斄
㭝句ˤ

㌺㯜庇䭉塓㒈⡻ㆾ㈕䳸ˤ
㓭晄ẋ䡤烉

㩊㞍㌺㯜庇䭉䘬忋㍍ˤ

斄䵲㨇攨ˤ

怠㑯ḮȾRinse Holdȿ怠枭ˤ

㊱┇≽㙓 挝炻㿅⸡㯜ˤ
尐煋 怠㑯僓㯜䦳⺷ˤ

㺦䫺ℏ堋䈑㒢㓦ᶵ⛯⊣ˤ

㙓 忳埴㲿堋㨇炻慵㕘ㇳ≽
⮯堋䈑㒢㓦⛯⊣ˤ

繁體中文

㓭晄

⛘朊ᶲ㚱㯜烉

㲿堋㓰㝄ᶵ
㺧シ烉

⎗傥䘬⍇⚈
ἧ䓐Ḯ忶慷㲿㹴∹ㆾᶵ怑⎰䘬
㲿㹴∹炷䓊䓇忶慷㲉㱓炸ˤ

減少洗滌劑用量或使用其他洗滌
劑。(參考第 51 頁。)

㩊㞍忚㯜庇䭉忋㍍嗽㗗⏎㺷㯜ˤ
忁䧖ね㱩㚱㗪⎗傥ᶵ㖻⮇奢炻⚈
䁢㯜㚫㱧叿忚㯜庇䭉㳩ᶳ烊⚈㬌
婳㩊㞍忚㯜庇䭉㗗⏎㼖㽽ˤ

㩊㞍忚㯜庇䭉䘬忋㍍ˤ

㌺㯜庇䭉䟜㎵ˤ

暣娙㚵⊁ˤ

㨇☐ℏ㺷㯜ˤ 㓭晄ẋ䡤烉

⽆暣㸸㍺⹏ᶲ㉼ᶳ暣㸸㍺柕ˤ
斄攱㯜漵柕ˤ 暣娙㚵⊁ˤ

ἧ䓐Ḯ忶⮹䘬㲿㹴∹ㆾᶵ怑⎰䘬
㲿㹴∹ˤ

增加洗滌劑用量或使用其他洗滌
劑。(參考第 51 頁。)

㲿堋⇵㰺㚱枸⃰嗽䎮枹⚢䘬㰉㻔ˤ ἧ䓐⍣㰁䓊⑩嗽䎮枹⚢㰉㻔ˤ
㰺㚱怠㑯㬋䡢䘬㲿㹴㹓⹎ˤ

㩊㞍㗗⏎怠㑯Ḯ㬋䡢䘬㲿㹴㹓⹎ˤ

㲿㹴䘬堋䈑慷忶⣂ˤ

㷃⮹堋䈑慷ˤ

䦳⺷ṵ⛐忳埴ˤ

䫱⼭㲿堋䦳⺷䳸㜇ˤ

㺦䫺ℏ㚱㯜ˤ

要打開機門，必須排幹水（請參見
48 頁上的“打開機門”）。

忁ᾳ⓷柴⎗傥㗗䓙暣☐㓭晄⺽
崟ˤ

冯㚵⊁ᷕ⽫倗专ˤ⤪㝄Ἀ暨天ㇻ
攳攨炻婳Ṽ䳘教嬨ᶳ枩䘬Ⱦ䵲⿍
攳攨ȿˤ

㛒㉮昌忳廠坢㞻⊭墅㛸㕁ˤ

㩊㞍㲿堋㨇䘬⬱墅㗗⏎㬋䡢ˤ

㰺㚱婧䭨㓗㐸儛ˤ

㩊㞍㲿堋㨇㗗⏎㯜㸾㓦伖⸛䨑ˤ

㺦䫺ℏ堋䈑㒢㓦ᶵ⛯⊣ˤ

㙓 忳埴㲿堋㨇炻慵㕘ㇳ≽⮯堋
䈑㒢㓦⛯⊣ˤ

䫺ℏ堋䈑⣒⮹ˤ

墅ℍ㚜⣂堋䈑ˤ

⛘朊ᶵ⸛䨑炻⤪㛐岒⛘㜧ˤ

⍫教Ⱦ㲿堋㨇㓦伖ȿᶨ䭨䘬䚠斄
㭝句ˤ

ἧ䓐Ḯ忶慷䘬㲿㹴∹ˤ

減少洗滌劑用量或使用其他洗滌
劑。參見第 51 頁 “洗衣粉使
用類型和用量”

㲿堋㨇㓦伖ỵ伖ᶵ⸛ˤ

慵㕘ㇳ≽㒢㓦⤥㺦䫺ℏ䘬堋䈑炻䃞
⼴慵㕘攳⥳僓㯜昶㭝ˤ
⍫夳
Ⱦ㲿堋㨇㓦伖ȿᶨ䭨䘬䚠斄㭝句ˤ

㨇攨䃉㱽ㇻ攳烉

㲿堋㨇㋗≽ㆾ
㚱☒枛烉

妋㰢㕡㱽

䦳⺷➟埴㗪攻崭
忶栗䣢㗪攻烉
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㓭晄

⎗傥䘬⍇⚈

䘬忙㛇㭼栗䣢䘬
㗪攻䞕ˤ

姕⁁㟡㒂堋䈑屈庱妰䬿㕘䘬㗪攻ˤ

妋㰢㕡㱽

暣⫸⣙堉㩊㷔墅伖㕟攳炻⚈䁢㺦䫺ℏ
䘬堋䈑㒢㓦ᶵ⛯⊣ˤ㺦䫺忂忶⍵⎹㕳廱
慵㕘㒢㓦堋䈑ˤ
僓㯜≇傥┇≽
⺞怚ㆾ㲿堋㨇
ᶵ僓㯜烉

㲿堋㨇䘤↢䔘
ⷠ☒枛烉

㺦䫺ℏ䚳ᶵ
⇘㯜烉

忁䧖ね㱩⎗傥㚫⛐⣙堉ね㱩㴰⣙⇵慵墯
↢䎦⸦㫉炻䃞⼴ㇵ⎗ẍ《⽑㬋ⷠ僓㯜ˤ
⤪㝄 ↮揀⼴炻㺦䫺ℏ䘬堋䈑ṵ䃞䃉
㱽㒢㓦⛯⊣炻㲿堋㨇⮯ᶵ㚫忚埴僓㯜ˤ
忁䧖ね㱩ᶳ炻暨天ㇳ≽慵㕘⮯堋䈑㒢㓦
⛯⊣炻䃞⼴ℵ怠㑯僓㯜䦳⺷ˤ

㙓 忳埴㲿堋㨇炻慵㕘ㇳ≽
⮯堋䈑㒢㓦⛯⊣ˤ

㲿堋㨇㛒㬋䡢⬱墅ˤ

䡢ᾅ㲿堋㨇㯜㸾㓦伖⸛䨑ˤ
婳⍫夳Ⱦ⬱墅ȿᶨ䭨䘬䚠斄
ℏ⭡ˤ

㛒㉮昌忳廠坢㞻ㆾ⊭墅䈑

䡢ᾅ㉮昌⊭墅䈑ㆾ忳廠
坢㞻ˤ婳⍫夳Ⱦ㉮昌⊭墅ȿ
ᶨ䭨䘬䚠斄ℏ⭡ˤ

堋䈑慷⎗傥忶⮹ˤ

⎹㺦䫺ℏ㶣≈㚜⣂堋䈑ˤ

㲿堋㨇㍉䓐⃰忚㈨埻炻朆ⷠ䴻㾇↺䬿炻䓐㯜㤝⮹⍰ᶵ⼙枧㲿堋⿏傥ˤ

⤪㝄䃉㱽䡢⭂ㆾ妋㰢⓷柴炻婳冯ㆹᾹ䘬䵕
ᾖ㚵⊁ᷕ⽫倗专ˤ
⛐农暣䵕ᾖ㚵⊁ᷕ⽫ᷳ⇵炻婳姀ᶳぐ䘬㲿
堋㨇䘬✳嘇ˣ⸷嘇岤屟㖍㛇烉 䵕ᾖ㚵⊁
ᷕ⽫暨天忁ṃ屯妲Ἦ䁢ぐ妋㰢⓷柴ˤ
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9.2 緊急開門
䔞忯 暣ね㱩ᶳㆾ姕⁁攨ᾅ㊩挾⭂䉨ンˤ暣㸸《⽑㗪炻娚㲿㹴䦳⺷两临忚埴ˤỮ⤪
㝄攨ṵ䃞挾⭂⛐㕟暣䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻⎗ẍἧ䓐䵲⿍妋挾≇傥Ἦㇻ攳⬫ˤ

攳攨ᷳ⇵ 
嬎⏲炰
● 䡢ᾅ㯜㹓㲿堋ᶵ䅙ˤ ⤪㝄⽭天䫱⇘㵤Ḯㇵ攳攨 ˤ
● 䡢ᾅ㲿堋㨇㺦䫺ᶵ㕳廱ˤ⤪㝄⽭天䫱⇘㲿堋㨇㺦䫺

㬊廱≽ㇵ攳攨 ˤ

● 確保洗衣機滾筒內的水位不會太高。進行緊急排水，如有必要（參考第 55 頁,
“緊急排水”）。

攳攨炻㬍樇⤪ᶳ烉
1. ㊱ᶳȾ攳斄ȿ㊱憽炻ἧ⼿㨇☐斄

攱ˤ⮯暣㸸䶂⽆㍺⹏ᷕ㉼↢ˤ
2. ⤪⚾䣢炻ㇻ攳味攨ˤ
3. ⎹ᶳ㉱≽ℑ㫉䵲⿍妋挾㈛㝬炻䃞⼴

ㇻ攳攨ˤ
4. ㊧↢堋䈑ˤ
5. 慵㕘墅ᶲ味攨ˤ

攳攨
⎹ᶳ㉱≽
ℑ㫉䵲⿍
妋挾
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10. 技術參數
850 X 600 X 568 mm

⯢⮠炷檀⮔㶙炸

220-240 V~ / 50 Hz

暣㸸炷暣⡻柣䌯炸

2000 W

⏠㓞䘬䷥≇䌯

0.8 MPa / 0.05 MPa

ὃ㯜⡻≃炷㚨⣏㚨⮷炸

Cottons

㚨⣏堋䈑慷ġ 㘦堋㚵

Mixed

8.0 kg
4.0 kg

Quick 15

1.5 kg

Daily 60

4.0 kg
4.0 kg

Delicates
Wool
Bedding
Energy Saver

僓㯜忇⹎炷㚨⾓㚨ㄊ炸

1.5 kg
3.0 kg
8.0 kg

1200rpm / 800rpm

繁體中文

11. 安裝
11.1 拆除包裝

2. ㇻ攳㨇攨ˤ

⮷⽫炰⛐ἧ䓐㲿堋㨇⇵炻⽭枰㉮昌㚱忳
廠坢㞻⊭墅䈑ˤ⺢嬘ᾅ䔁㚱䘬忳廠墅
伖ẍ⁁㖍⼴ℵ㫉忳廠㲿堋㨇㗪ἧ䓐ˤ
1. 怑䓐㕤烉䳁䭙⊭墅䘬✳嘇

ἑ㇜ㇳ⣿ˤ−
↯⇒昌 4
↯↢㡅ⷞ炻⤪
⚾䣢ˤ

X4

⍾↢攨⮩嗽
䘬倂劗ḁ䂗
㲉㱓⟲ẍ⍲
㲿堋㺦䫺ℏ
䘬㚱䈑⑩ˤ
3. ⮯℞ᷕᶨ⟲倂劗ḁ䂗 «A» 㲉㱓⊭墅㓦

⛐㲿堋㨇⼴朊䘬⛘朊ᶲˤ ⮷⽫⛘⮯㲿
堋㨇側朊㛅ᶳ⸛㓦⛐⛘朊ᶲˤ䡢ᾅᶵ
天㎵⢆㯜䭉ˤ

- ⍾ᶳ䳁䭙䙺ˤ
- ⍾↢㚱倂

劗ḁ䂗㲉㱓
⊭墅㛸㕁ˤ
- 㐽㌱㲿堋㨇

⢾央䘬⟹先
⊭墅堳ˤ

怑䓐㕤烉㓞䷖⊭墅㧉✳
ἧ䓐ㇳ⣿ˤ
⍣昌⢾悐先䇯ˤ
⤪㚱⽭天炻ἧ䓐
↯↨ˤ

- ⍾ᶳ䳁㜧ᶲ朊ˤ
- ⍾↢㚱倂劗ḁ䂗㲉㱓⊭

墅㛸㕁ˤ
- 㐽㌱㲿堋㨇⢾央䘬⟹先⊭

墅堳ˤ

4. ㉮ᶳ倂劗ḁ䂗㲉㱓⸽⹏ˤ
5. ✪䚜⎹ᶲ㉱崟㲿堋㨇ˤ
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6. ⮯暣㸸䶂ẍ⍲忚㯜㌺㯜庇䭉⽆㲿堋㨇
側悐䘬䭉⣦ «B» ᶲ⍾ᶳˤ

11.2 洗衣機放置
䁢Ḯᾅ嫱㲿堋㨇傥⣈㬋ⷠⶍἄ炻
婳⊁⽭⮯㲿堋㨇㓦伖Ḷ➭⮎⸛✎
䘬⛘朊ˤ
ᶵ⼿⮯㲿堋㨇⬱墅⛐ⷞ挾攨ˣ㍐
㉱攨ㆾ⎰枩ỵ伖冯㨇攨䚠⮵⽆侴
㚫旸⇞㨇攨ㇻ攳䘬攨⼴ˤ
⛐㲿堋㨇枪悐“朊㓦伖㯜㸾⯢炻
㩊㞍㯜㸾ね㱩ˤ

7. ㉮ᶳᶱᾳ忳廠坢㞻ˤ
8. ㉼↢⟹先⠲䇯ˤ
9. ⛐⫼⎋嗽味ᶲ⟹先味ˤぐ⎗ẍ⛐䓐㇞ㇳ

Ⅎ䘬⊭墅堳ᷕ㈦⇘忁ṃ⟹先味ˤ

⤪㝄㰺㚱㯜㸾⯢炻⎗⇑䓐攨㟮怲䶋
ˣ䳁㜧ㆾ㩗朊ἄ䁢⍫䄏䈑炻㩊㞍㲿
堋㨇㗗⏎嗽㕤㯜㸾䉨ンˤ
⎗ẍ檮≽ㆾ㓞䵲⸽儛Ἦ婧䭨㯜㸾ˤ
㬋䡢婧䭨㲿堋㨇䘬㯜㸾ね㱩炻⎗旚
㬊㲿堋㨇⛐忳埴忶䦳ᷕ↢䎦㋗≽ˣ
☒枛ỵ䦣ˤ
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↯⊧⛐㲿堋㨇⸽悐㓦伖䳁㜧ˣ㛐⟲ㆾ栆
Ụ䈑⑩Ἦ婧䭨⛘朊䘬ᶵ⸛㔜ˤ
⮯㲿堋㨇㓦伖⛐⸛㔜➭⮎䘬⛘朊ᶲˤ
䡢ᾅ⛘⠲ˣ⛘㮗䫱ᶵ㚫旣䣁㲿堋㨇␐⚵
䘬䨢㯋㳩忂ˤ
㩊㞍᷎䡢娵㲿堋㨇㰺㚱㍍妠䇮⡩ㆾ㪍
㩫ˤ

11.3 進水
⮯忚㯜庇䭉忋㍍⇘ 3/4ɆBSP 坢䲳䘬
㯜漵柕ˤ
婳ἧ䓐㲿堋㨇晐旬䘬庇䭉ˤᶵ天ἧ䓐冲
䘬庇䭉ˤ

檮攳䑘⼊坢㭵炻ẍ奺⹎庇䭉㟡㒂ぐ䘬㯜
漵柕䘬ỵ伖⎹ⶎㆾ⎹⎛ˤ婳⊧⮯ℍ⎋庇
䭉⎹ᶳ㓦伖ˤ
檮攳㍍柕惵ẞ炻廱≽庇䭉炻ℵ慵㕘䵲⚢
㍍柕惵ẞ炻䡢ᾅᶵ㚫㺷㯜ˤ

11.4 排水
㌺㯜庇䭉䘬㛓䪗⎗㍉䓐ᶱ䧖㕡⺷㓦伖烉
ἧ䓐晐㨇旬ⷞ䘬⟹先庇䭉⮶⎹⣿⎲墅
⛐㲿ㇳ㰈怲䶋ᶲ㕡ˤ

惵䭉庇䭉㊯⋿
1.

㉱≽ẍ㍺ℍ
庇䭉

450mm 㓖

婧㔜⤥㲿堋㨇䘬㯜㸾ᷳ⼴炻▿娎⽆⎬ᾳ
怲奺㎾≽⬫ˤ⤪㝄㲿堋㨇䘤䓇㗫≽炻婳
ℵ㫉婧㔜⸽儛炻䚜⇘㲿堋㨇ᾅ㊩㯜㸾᷎
ᶼᶵℵ㎾㗫䁢㬊ˤ

庇䭉
㊯⋿

ḕ
㉱庇䭉
2.

忚㯜庇䭉ᶵ⎗⺞攟ˤ⤪㝄庇䭉⣒䞕侴⍰
ᶵ゛䦣≽㯜漵柕炻⎗⎎⢾岤屟ᶨ㟡㲿堋
㨇忚㯜⮰䓐䘬≈攟庇䭉ˤ

婧㔜攟⹎ẍ
怑ㅱỶ察ˤ

㚚
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䚜㍍冯㌺㯜䭉忻䚠忋炻檀⹎ㅱ⛐
60 cm 军 90 cm ᷳ攻ˤ
ᴰབྷ90 cm
ᴰሿ٬60 cm

㌺㯜庇䭉↢㯜䪗⽭枰ᾅ㊩㙊忂炻⌛㌺
㯜䭉忻䘬ℏ⼹⽭枰⣏㕤㌺㯜庇䭉䘬⢾
⼹ˤ㌺㯜庇䭉ᶵ⼿㈕䳸ˤ婳⮯㌺㯜庇
䭉㱧⛘朊㓦伖炻⎒㚱㍍役㌺㯜⎋䘬悐
↮⽭枰㍸檀ˤ
㍉䓐忁䧖㕡⺷㗪炻婳䡢ᾅ↢㯜䪗ᶵ
㚫⛐㲿堋㨇㌺㯜忶䦳ᷕ僓句ˤ天
⇘忁ᶨ溆炻⎗⮯㌺㯜庇䭉䲣⛐㯜漵
柕ᶲㆾ⚢⭂⛐䇮ᶲˤ
忋㍍⇘㲿ㇳ㰈䘬㌺㯜䭉忻↮㓗ˤ
㬌↮㓗⽭枰ỵ㕤⬀㯜ᶲ㕡炻⽆
侴ἧ㌺㯜庇䭉䘬㚚悐↮军⮹檀
㕤⛘朊 60 cmˤ

䁢ἧ㲿堋㨇傥⣈㬋ⷠⶍἄ炻㌺㯜庇䭉
⽭枰⌉⛐㨇側ᶲ悐䘬怑䔞䭉㈀ᶲˤ

11.5 電氣連接
㛔㲿堋㨇姕妰ἧ䓐 220-240 V ╖䚠

50 Hz 䘬暣㸸ˤ

Ⱦἧ䓐ᶵ㬋䡢䘬暣㸸⎗傥㚫ἧᾅ
ᾖ⣙㓰ˤȿ
婳㩊㞍᷎䡢ᾅぐ䘬⭞⹕䓐暣姕㕥⎗ẍ㈧
⍿暨天䘬㚨⣏屈庱炷2.0 kW炸炻⎴㗪天
侫ㄖ㬋⛐ἧ䓐䘬ảỽ℞Ṿ暣☐ˤ

ᴰབྷ

90 cm

ᴰሿ٬
60 cm

㍐㌺㯜䭉⇘㯜漵柕炻᷎䓐⣦⫸⚢
⭂ᾅ嫱⛐㌺㯜庇䭉ᷕ⼊ㆸ䑘嶗
炻ẍ旚㬊⺊䈑忚ℍ☐℟䘬㯜㦥ˤ

忋㍍暣㸸ᷳ⇵炻婳㩊㞍柵⭂㧁䰌ᶲ㍸⍲
䘬柵⭂暣㸸㡅ẞˤ

⮷⽫炰
㲿堋㨇⽭枰忋㍍军㍍⛘㍺⹏ˤ
⮵㕤⚈ᶵ思⬰ᶲ徘⬱ℐ枸旚㍒
㕥 侴忈ㆸ䘬㲿堋㨇㎵⢆ㆾṢ⒉
⭛炻墥忈⓮㤪ᶵ屈屔ˤ
暣㸸䶂䘬㚜㎃ㅱ䓙ㆹᾹ䘬䵕ᾖ
㚵⊁ᷕ⽫⬴ㆸˤ
⬱墅㲿堋㨇㗪炻⽭枰䡢ᾅ傥⣈庽檮忋㍍
暣㸸䶂ˤ
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12. 關注環保
12.1 包裝材料

12.3 環保提示

㧁㚱
䫎嘇䘬㛸㕁⎗ẍ徜⚰
⇑䓐ˤ

䁢Ḯ䭨㯜䭨傥ᾅ嬟䑘⠫炻ㆹᾹ
⺢嬘ぐ思⽒ᶳ↿㍸䣢烉

>PE<=polyethylene
>PS<=polystyrene
>PP<=polypropylene

忁堐䣢㬌栆㛸㕁⤪㝄㬋䡢㓦ℍ怑
䔞⚆㓞⭡☐ℏ嗽䎮炻⎗ẍ徜⚰⇑
䓐ˤ

12.2 廢舊洗衣機
怠㑯䴻忶㌰㪲䘬⺊䈑嗽䎮溆嗽伖
ぐ䘬⺊冲暣☐ˤ婳䁢ᾅ㊩䑘⠫㔜
㻼届䌣ぐ䘬≃慷炰
䓊⑩ㆾ䓊⑩⊭墅ᶲ㧁姀䘬
䫎
嘇堐䣢㬌䓊⑩ᶵ⎗ἄ䁢䓇㳣✫⛦
嗽䎮ˤ
侴㗗ㅱ復军怑䔞䘬㓞普溆炻ἄ䁢
暣㯋暣⫸姕⁁忚埴⚆㓞⇑䓐ˤ
䡢ᾅ㬋䡢嗽伖㛔䓊⑩⮯㚱≑㕤旚
㬊⚈㛔䓊⑩䘬ᶵ䔞⺊䈑嗽䎮侴⎗
傥⮵䑘⠫Ṣ橼忈ㆸ䘬屈朊
⼙枧ˤ
㚱斄⚆㓞⇑䓐㛔䓊⑩䘬㚜⣂娛䳘
屯妲炻婳倗专ぐ䔞⛘䘬ⶪ㓧彎℔
㨇㥳ˣ䓇㳣✫⛦嗽䎮㚵⊁䪁ㆾぐ
岤屟䓊⑩䘬⓮⸿ˤ

䁢Ḯ䭨䚩㲿㹴∹ˣ䓐㯜㲿堋
㗪攻炷ḇ⎗ẍᾅ嬟䑘⠫炸炻橺
㰁䦳⹎ᶨ凔䘬堋䈑⎗ẍᶵ忚埴
枸㲿ˤ
㲿堋㨇㺧庱堋䈑忳埴㗪㚫㚜≈
䴻㾇ˤ
⮵堋䈑忚埴怑䔞枸嗽䎮⎗⍣昌
㰉㻔庽⽖䘬橺㰁炻⽆侴⎗ẍ
怠㑯庫Ỷ㹓⹎㲿㹴堋䈑ˤ
㟡㒂㯜岒䠔⹎ˣ堋䈑橺㰁䦳⹎
堋䈑慷⍾䓐怑慷䘬㲿㹴∹ˤ
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